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MISD board
OKs revised plan
for high school Sears leadershi
p visits Murray store
renovation
to honor Make a Wish contest win

Big enough for the brass

By DAVID SNOW
dsnow@murrayledger.corn
Craig Thomas of RBS Design Group told the Murray
Independent School District
board Tuesday that the cost
of the proposed Murray High
School additions and renovations would cost more than previously thought.
Thomas said the overall cost
would be just under $18 million, with almost $16 million
of that being construction costs.
What brought on the increased cost was renovating an
area near the entrance of the
main building that was originally set to be torn down and
providing utilities to the trade
class facility. He told the board
that the increase was about $1.3
million over the previous estimate.
Superintendent Bob Rogers
said other renovations - including tearing down the stairs inside the gym and having a staircase going from the gym into
the lobby area - would have
pushed the cost even higher
by another $1 million, but the
board opted not to change the
gym stairs.
The board approved the
plan, with the total cost being
$17,986,082. Of that, construction costs total $15,893,000.
"Craig told me what these
three things would do to our

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwnght@murrayledgercorn
When the highest-ranking officials of a national company visit
one of their affiliates, it is usually
a time for one of two things: fear
or celebration.
It was celebration Tuesday that
brought the top brass of the Sears
Hometown and Outlet Corporation to Murray in observance of a
victory for the Murray Sears store
that was made possible by the
generosity of its customers.

The Murray store finished first
for donations received from a recent donation drive for the Makea-Wish Foundation for stores in
the Kentucky, Indiana and Ohio
region.
That might not seem too special in itself, until one considers
that President and CEO Will Powell is a longtime board member of
that region's Make-a-Wish board.
"And we're the largest board
in the country, larger even than the
See SEARS Page 3A

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Murray Sears store sales representative Justin Whitworth, far left, chats with Sears
Hometown & Outlet President and CEO Will Powell, second from right, and Senior
Vice President Mike Gray, far right, Tuesday. Also shown Is Whitworth's teammate,
C.J. Berry.

Fiscal court
tackles new
tax figures
for 2016-17
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom

One could have said it was
Tax Day for the Calloway County Fiscal Court Tuesday, as it
dealt with several issues related
to this subject.
At the top
of the list of
business
for
See MISD Page 5A
the magistrates
was letting the
public
know
Teftde Oi ate Vetif
about its pro0 righteous God, who
posed numbers
for tax rates in
searches minds and
several areas
hearts, bring to an end
for the 2016-17
the violence of the wick- Elkins
fiscal year. Not
ed and make the righ- much appears to be changing.
The magistrates voted unanteous secure.
imously to keep the tax rate on
motor vehicles and watercraft in
-Psalm 7:9 the county at 14 cents per every
$100 assessed, which has been
its rate for several years, CalMurray Ledger
loway County Judge-Executive
& Times
Larry Elkins said during the
meeting. In addition, the tax rate
Subscriber of
for
real property is also being
the Day:
proposed to stay where it was in
2015-16 at 13.2 cents per every
$100.
The unanimous votes Tuesday will have to be followed by
Call today to subscribe!
similar approval next month.

JORDAN FERGUSON!
Ledger & Times photos
Students make their way around campus Tuesday as the fall semester for the
2016-17 year at Murray State University
began. The campus has been abuzz
with activity since late last week when
students began arriving. The bulk of
those students came to Murray over the
weekend, swelling the Murray-Calloway
County community population by about
10,000.

Don Nance

270-753-1916

See FISCAL COURT Page 5A
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Planning commission continues zoning ordinance work
By JORDAN FERGUSON
ifergusongomurrayledgercom
The City of Murray Planning Commission
met Tuesday for its monthly meeting to tackle
Phase 2 of three phases of a series of changes to
the Murray zoning ordinance.
As in the previous month's meeting,the commission looked over text amendments to Section
I, Article 2 of the City of Murray Zoning Ordinance, specifically in regard to definitions.
Phase I occurred during the regular meeting of
the planning commission in July, and concentrated on the first phase of the text amendments,

specifically definitions ranging from A to F. On
Tuesday, the commission tackled Phase 2, concentrating on definitions within the ordinance
from F to S.
The changes typically incorporate new and
more specific definitions to the ordinance to update the ordinance and give clearer guidelines
for the Murray community.
Additions made in Phase 2 include definitions for furniture rental facilities, funeral
homes,garage or yard sales, golf courses, heavy
equipment sales and rental, immediate care or
urgent care facility,junk cars, general junkyards

1 ••

By DAVID SNOW
editor@murrayledger corn
Students who are new to Murray State
University may have paid all of their fees to
the university, but the city of Murray has one
more fee for them before the school year gets
going.
•
Everyone who lives in Murray - residenti
or students - must buy a $50 city sticker)*
place on their license plate.

S• See PLANNING Page 2A Dowdy
•—•

Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
'IIII1

MSU students line up
for 2016-17 city stickers

yo See CITY STICKERS Page
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•MSU students, CITY STICKERS...
Frldiri: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 82. Calm wind
becoming south southwest
around 6 mph in the morning.
Friday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 71. South wind 3 to 6
mph.
Saturday: Showers and
thunderstorms likely. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 84.
Southwest wind 5 to 9 mph.
Saturday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Cloudy, with a low around 70.
Southwest wind around 7 mph.
Sunday: A slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high near
80. Northwest wind around 7
mph.
Sunday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with
a low around 65. North wind 3
to 6 mph.
Monday: A slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly sunny, with a high near
82. North wind around 6 mph.
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"City ordinance requires that
those citizens that work, perform
a business related activity or live
within the city limits of Murray
•••"
4
obtain a city sticker for each
personal vehicle utilized within
82
84
the city limits," states the city's
website, MurrayKy.gov. "This
71
includes Murray State students
•
Daily Forecast
who reside within the city limits of Murray. The cost of each
Today: A 50 percent
sticker is $50.00 and is valid for
chance of showers and thuna period of one year."
derstorms. Cloudy, with a high
Fortunately for MSU stunear 82. Calm wind becoming
dents, the cost is prorated after
west southwest 5 to 7 mph in
May 31 for anyone who moves
the morning.
to Murray or begins work in the
city after that date. For students
Tonight: A 20 percent
.
coming to town this month, for
.chance of showers. Mosby
DAVID SNOW/Ledger & Times
example, the cost of the sticker
,cloudy, with a low around 71.
for
However,
$35.
to
reduced
is
to purchase city stickers.
Ballroom
Center
Currie
Murray State students line up in the
t.. Light southwest wind.
those who buy their sticker more The $50 sticker has been prorated for Incoming students to a cost of $35.
q: Thursday: A 40 percent
than 30 days after coming to
'chance of showers and thunfeels that making MSU students
Murray,there is a $50 late charge outside of Murray but have jobs City Hall to buy a sticker.
derstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
pay for a city sticker is unfair, as
students
and offenders have to pay the full in Murray - including campus
that
said
Crawford
"a high near 84. Calm wind be$50 for the sticker. Also, if any- jobs - would also have to buy a have not always been subject they are already burdened with
- Poming southwest around 6
one is found not to have a sticker city sticker.
to the city sticker. He said that school-related debt, saying the
who lives or works in Murray,
....mph in the afternoon.
years ago, there was a group of city garners $300,000 each year
stusticker,
city
In getting a
is
That
charge.
$50
a
is
there
Thursday Night: A 30 perdents need to provide proof students who lived off-campus that does not benefit the students,
original
and
fee
late
the
to
added
of how long they have lived in who were subject to the stick- who have no city representation.
_ pent chance of showers and
Moore is advocating that stuof the sticker, totaling $150 Murray. Those living in residen- er ordinance, but students who
cost
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
dents protest buying city stickif you are found in violation of tial colleges need to show dorm lived on-campus were not.
with a low around 71. Souththe city sticker ordinance.
"I think that it was consid- ers, providing bumper stickers
assignments, while those living
west wind around 5 mph beSo, it is best for students to in apartments should bring a
unfair that read "Pay the sticker tax
ered
coming calm in the evening.
buy the sticker soon after they copy of the lease.
enforce with pennies, nickels and dimes"
to
arrive. Those students who live
the ordinance and "Join the MSU students "Probably a typical issue that
against those protest the sticker tax." He said
would)
comes up is (students
students when he would provide the bumper
sign their lease in May and
students who stickers to sororities and other
they don't have any indication
lived on-cam- campus organizations to sell as a
that says they just moved in (in
pus were, ba- fundraiser.
August)," said City Finance Di"For the poor people, it's a
sically, being
rector Luke Crawford. "MayDear Loyal Readers:
favorably ex- flat tax, as they see it," Moore
be they signed a lease, but they
he said Tuesday."And the students
cluded,"
didn't move in until August, but
Moore
Please take a few minutes and let us know
said. "So, we are in debt; they're the poorest
their lease just says 'May 15th'
or whatever. We have to go by had our city attorney look into of the poor, and they have to pay
what9ou think. It's important to us to continue
the move-in date on the lease, it and make sure that (a) what this tax. It's not right for the stuto improve sour newspaper.
so that would indicate that they we were proposing was legally dents."
Moore has tried to organize
lived here during the summer,so (sound), and also to see what the
Thank 9ou for 9our time and lo9alt9.
that would mean that they should right way to enforce the ordi- a student protest, attempting to
hold a meeting on Tuesday, but
have gotten licensed within 30 nance would be.
"At that time, we found that it he was unable to advertise the
days of May 15.
Davis
.They can go to their land- would be unfair to exclude a par- meeting on campus, and had no
Publisher
lord and have him write a letter, ticular class of citizens from the one turn out. He has also tried on
sign it, telling us that they just ordinance..,so, that's why they contact Clinton Combs,the presmoved in and signed a lease changed the enforcement. We've ident of the Student Government
that was backdated. A lot of the worked and coordinated with the Association, to get in on the prooff-campus units actually say, administration at Murray State." test.
Rather than a flat tax, Moore
Crawford said the city stick'Starting Aug. 13'.. and in that
News Coverage
having a progressive
advocates
MSU
for
effect
full
into
came
ers
a
them
case, we've been giving
tax based on income.
students about four years ago.
Sports Coverage
rated sticker."
More information about the
A number of people find the
ity employees have been at
Box Scores/Scoreboard
Curris Center ballroom to city sticker ordinance unfair, and city stickers can be found by
Classifieds
students buy the stickers. one Murray resident is working calling City Hall at 270-762Community Page
They will be there today from to find a way for students to pro- 0300 or going to the building
at 104 N. Fifth St. off the court
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., but after test it.
Agriculture Page(M)
Fred Moore,an Army veteran, square. M
today, students will have to go to
Education Page(Tu)
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meeting that following the re- by the city. The street is located
view of Phase 3 next month,all near Culver's restaurant and the
non-com- phases would then be reviewed new Mega Gym, which is still
(non-automotive),
kennels, landfills, at a following meeting before fi- under construction on the north
mercial
nonconforming, public utility nal submission to the city coun- side of town. The road connects
service facility and small recre- cil for approval.
those businesses to the Bee
ational vehicles.
In addition to addressing the Creek Soccer Complex, and as
The public hearing held for tweaks in the ordinance, the such, is controlled by the Murthe addition of these new defi- board also looked at two oth- ray parks department.
nitions, as well as the chang- er items which were placed on
Currently, a gate bars pases made to current definitions, their agenda.
sage into the soccer complex,
saw none in attendance from
members
First was the final plat re- and commission
the community who wished to view for Kennedy Layne Sub- were told by city planners that
speak in favor or against the division, which will be nestled the gates would likely only be
proposed amendments.
between 12th Street and Fourth opened to accommodate traffic
"As we did last month, we Street north of Murray.The sub- into the complex for games.
will be tabling these (changes), division will be located south of
The commission unanimousand that will give us some time Oakley's Used Cars and north of ly approved both items up for
to make some changes and after the shopping center containing review. 111
we do the third phase, we can Enterprise rentals. A street will
report back to (the commission) be built connecting 12th and
Please support the
with anything we have found Fourth streets, with the developbefore it (goes to the city coun- ers of the property, Sugar Creek
cil)," said City Planner Candace Investments, saying they will
Dowdy.
do all that is necessary to bring
Phase 1 and 2 of the text the street into conformance with
amendments have been tabled, city ordinances.
of
with Phase 3 set to be addressed
The second item up for reMurray-Calloway
at the next monthly planning view involved accepting a new
County
commission meeting. The com- street in Murray known as
mission said at the end of the Keepers Way for maintenance
Your GO Matters!
From front
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rl DAVE SAYS

Murray-Calloway
County Community
Foundation:
Featuring
Zach Dunlap

By Dave Ramsey

•

Mother is elderly; does she
need long-term care insurance?
Dear Dave,
I'm trying to help my elderly mom with
her finances. She has no debt and more than
$1 million in assets. There was also another
$500,000 trust left for her by my dad. With
access to all this, does she still need longterm health insurance?

• • - & Times
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Anonymous

Dear Anonymous,
Absolutely! She also needs an estate
planner immediately.Your parents were
far too wise with their money to have your
mom end up in a bad situation toward the
end of her life. You need to do everything
you can to prevent this from happening.
In the event she's unable to take care of
herself,long-term care health coverage
to take care of nursing home or in-home
care is an absolute necessity. The cost of
nursing home care can run from $75,000
to $100,000 a year. Your mom is in great
shape financially. But just imagine what a
prolonged nursing home stay could do to
her nest egg. It's not a pretty thought.

What is a money
market account?
Dear Dave,
What exactly is a money market account?
Julie
Dear Julie,
Money markets are short-term financial
Instruments. Money market accounts pay
about the same, maybe a little bit more,
than traditional savings accounts. If you
get a money market account with a bank,
you've basically got a savings account that
mirrors — or pays about the same — as
the actual money markets.
Now,if you get a money market account
with a mutual fund company, you're
actually buying into the money markets.
The big difference is that the mutual fund
companies are a lot more flexible, and they
don't have FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) insurance.
I have my emergency fund parked in a
mutual fund company money market account,and the great thing is that it's fully
liquid — meaning there are no penalties
to take cash out at any time.It's a perfect
place to keep an emergency fund!
—Dave
* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on money and business, and CEO of Ramsey Solutions. He
has authored seven best-selling books. The Dave
Ramsey Show is heard by more than II million listeners each week on more than 550 radio stations and
digital outlets. Dave's latest project, EveryDollar,
provides a free online budget tool. Follow Dave on
Twitter at @DaveRamsey and on the web at daveramsey.com.

When you hit 60, you need long-term
care insurance, period. Whether you
have $1 million-plus in the bank or not, I
strongly recommend it as a wise part of
any asset management plan.
— Dave

II SEARS leadership visits Murray...
From front
ones they have in California." said
Powell, a native of Cleveland, after
arriving from the Sears Hometown
and Outlet office in the Chicago
area. "I love visiting our stores like
this, though, especially for occasions like this.
"This store beat out about 40
others in this region, so they did a
great job here of really pushing the
program. Plus, I'll admit, it means
a lot to me, being this is the region
.where I serve on the Make-a-Wtsh
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & limes
board, and I think the customers
This symbolized the Murray Sears store's victory in
here bought into the concept.
"These are kids who, when you a company-wide competition with 40 other stores in
meet them,are going through things Kentucky, Ohio and Indiana to ask customers to raise
that are just unimaginable," he said. funds for the Make-a-Wish Foundation. The cake was
"They have been diagnosed with se- purchased by Sears brass from Chicago.
rious diseases, then have been subAnder- go for hamburgers; I'll give 20' and
jected to being poked, prodded, put I'm glad we did," said Bill
of the he did."
owner
the
became
who
son,
in contact with every device imag"If you don't ask, you'll never
Murray
The
March.
in
store
Murray
inable. The thing I love, though,
if you'd get anything or not,
know
Bel-Air
the
inside
situated
is
store
about Make-a-Wish is, at the end of
it a point to ask as many
made
we
so
south
city's
the
on
Center
Shopping
all that, if they can make it through,
our customers as we could,"
of
side.
forlook
to
something
have
they
As a reward for their efforts, the Whitworth said. III
ward to."
brass bought lunch
Chicago-area
Scott
Director
Series Regional
Tuesday.
Barrow said the Murray store gen- for the Murray employees
associates
sales
included
Those
erated $826 in a three-week period
during the months of May and June. C.J. Berry and Justin Whitworth,
to
The whole drive produced about who had the lead role in trying
to donate to
customers
encourage
region.
the
from
$40,000
The Make-A-Wish website said the cause.
"We only asked for, say, $5
that the Kentucky,Indiana and Ohio
but sometimes they'
customer,
a
area alone has had 14,000 wishes
said. "I rememBerry
more,"
gave
life-threatgranted by children with
ber one customer. He and his wife
ening conditions since 1983.
appliances and we
"This kind of thing is for the were buying new
to the drive
kids, and (with Murray's reputation asked about donating
give five.
he'd
said
he
first,
at
and,
as one of America's friendliest citto 10 and finally
it
upped
he
Then
expechigh
were
there
think
ies) I'd
know, this would just
tations for this store to do well,and he said, You

Every
Donation
Brings Hope.

Special to The Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County
Community Fowidation continues to thrive and grow, thanks to
the generous donations from individuals and businesses across the
community.
With that in mind, it is important to highlight one of the key
drivers behind its growth. One of
the primary areas of focus in recent
years is centered on assisting new
nonprofit agencies in setting up
funds for longterm financial needs.
The most successful initiative on
this front is the "match program."
This allows local nonprofit entities
to gain a head start by obtaining a
gift in the amount of $2,500 from
the local foundation board to boost
their savings from Day I.
For the past three years, the
foundation has had an increasing
number of people in the community who take advantage of making
gifts through the foundation as part
of the Endow Kentucky Tax Credit
program that has been seen in past
articles. Some of these people do
not have a specific nonprofit in
mind when making these gifts, so
they allow the local board to place
the funds where the foundation can
do the most good for the community. The board decided to utilize
all funds that are not specifically
earmarked to provide incentives
to new nonprofits to start their
own endowment by providing a

Clarification
In Tuesday's edition of
The Murray Ledger & Times,
a story on Monday's Murray-Calloway County Park
Board meeting mentioned
how the board is attempting
to combat surfacing issues
with its playground. Parks Director Lindsey Harlan wants
it known that not only is filling those areas a concern
but so, too, is fall height, as
in the amount of distance between the edge of a piece of
apparatus — such as a slide
— and the ground.

LIVE UNITED!
United
Way
Please support
the United Way of
Murray-Calloway
County
Matters!
Your Gift

•

Conostaiity
FOUNDATION'
Mole BO
program to give $2,500 with no
strings attached.
Local nonprofits do amazing
work,but the emphasis historically
has been on fundraising for today
rather than longterm planning for
the future. The match program has
been leveraging these generous
outside gifts from the local community and driving longterm savings programs of many nonprofits,
thereby shifting the mentality from
fundraising initiatives for today to
financial stability and longevity
for years to come. This focus on
longterm planning is intended to
eventually relieve the daily fundraising burden for the nonprofit
by allowing the endowment fund
and investments held to assist in
supporting the monthly budget objectives and alleviate the financial
burden into perpetuity.
The process is simple but very
effective, and has proven to be a
clear path to getting endowment
dollars growing,further stabilizing
the longterm viability of that entity. Any nonprofit,as recognized by
the IRS, can start its own endowment quickly and easily through
the Murray-Calloway County
Community Foundation and apply
for the match program. When that

entity reaches a total of $7,5(X%in
its endowment, the foundation
will grant $2,500 as funds becoaae
available to bruig the total vathe
up to $10,000.
It is important to note that, at
times, there is a waiting list for
these funds and they are allocated
on a first come, first served basis. The power of a 33.33 percent
boost in dollars saved and ream,
regardless of market conditions,
has proven to be an appeahttg
proposition for many local nonprofits. Thus far, there has been
a total of 24 different nonprofits
starting endowments to take-alvantage of this free gift and obtain
the $2.500.
"As a board member, I would
highly encourage you to share this
article with someone you know
who might be involved in a local
nonprofit and tell them to ask us
about the match program," mid
Zach Dunlap."Fwtherrnore,if you
have wanted to give in the past,but
simply not sure exactly where you
would like to see your gift go,the
match program is a great wax to
help multiple charities help thsmselves for years to come."
For questions or assistance
with the Murray-Calloway County Community Foundation, contact Harold Hurt, president' of
MCCCF, at 270-761-6880 orany
of the following board members:
Linda Avery, 270-753-0060; Gary
Brockway, 270-753-0503; Man
Hale,270-753-5411; Robert Long,
270-809-3734; Brian Overbey,
270-767-2000; Dick Weaver, 279753-2899; Zach Dunlap,270-8)63880; Alice Rouse,270-293-3913;
and Sharlisa Smotherman, 21b293-9304.•

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
NOTICE OF MASTER COMMISSIONER SALE
The Master Commissioner will offer for sale on or
about the hour of 10:00 a.m. Thursday, August 25,
2016, at public auction to the highest bidder at the
Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky, the following described
properties. For complete legal description and source
of title see the Judgment and Order of Sale in each
case.
At the time of sale the successful bidder shall
either pay full cash ox.xnAke a deposit of ten percent
(10%) of the purchase priairwith the balance on
credit for thirty (30) days. If the purchase price is
not paid in full, the successful bidder shall execute a'
bond at the time of sale with sufficient surety
approved by the master commissioner prior
to the sale to secure the unpaid balance of the
purchase price. The bond shall bear interest at the rate of twelve percent(12%) per a_nnum from the
date of sale until paid. In the event the successful
bidder is the plaintiff, then ix?. lleu of the deposit the '
the
to
up
plaintiff shall be allowed to bid on credit
Judgment amount.
The purchaser shall be responsible for ad valorena 4
taxes due in the year of sale. If applicable, the
property will be sold subject to the statutory right of:
redemption. The sale may be canceled and any
announcements made at the sale take precedence
over printed matter contained herein. The
successful bidder has 10 days after the sale to
examine title and file exceptions, if appropriate.
The Master Commissioner does not have access to
the inside of any property and does not warrant
title.
This the 20th day of July, 2016.
GERALD BELL
MASTER COMMISSIONER
213 South 12th Street, P.O. Box 1075
MURRAY, KY 42071
270-753-1694
Case No. 14-CI-00364
Plaintiff: Jamos Fund I, LP
Defendant: Diana Whitney, et at
Judgment Amount: $2,807.31
Property Address: 711 Goodman, Murray, KY 42071
PVA Parcel No. 008-0-0024-00016

SAY
HELLO...

American
Red Cross
Western Kentuay Chapter
.serving Calloway County

(THAT'S A HOME EQUITY LINE OF CREDIT.)

Introductory rate 1.99% APR* for
1st year.3.50% APR variable rate (as
of 6/1/16)after introductory period.
Minimum of $20,000/ maximum of $100,000

HERITAGEBANK
BANK withHERITAGE.COM
GE A:
Labrador Retriever Mix •
Five months• Female

SHELTER HOURS:
Mon-Fri. 10 a.m-4 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)7594141

MEMBER

FDIC

HERITAGE BANK NMLS 1431499
the Wall Saver Journal
*Annual Percentage Rate After introductory period, the APR will vary based on the Prime rate as published in
may be
Prepayment penalty of $350 if closed in the first 24 months. Property insurance is required. Flood insurance
evakiation (or
required. Heritage Bank will pay flood determination, recording, title exam, credit report fees and an
apply. Offer
appraisal, as applicable) up to $225. Maximum Interest rate Is 15.00% APR. Other terms and conditions may
is a limited
This
approval.
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to
subleci
Is
and
residence
primary
tor
only.
individuals
to
2016
1.
June
is valid as of
or promotions. LENDER
time offer and may change without notice. This offer cannot be combined with other discounts, offers,
9141,

IN OTHER
WORDS
The Lexington Herald Leader,on Gov. Matt Bevin's investigation of former Gov.Steve Beshear:
Sometimes it's just hard to understand Gov. Matt Bevin.
He's been awfully upset by things he thinks or fears are duplicative in state government.
That is his principal rationale, as far as we can tell, for his insistence on dismantling kynect, the state's health insurance exchange
that has extended coverage to over 400,000 Kentuckians and earned
national acclaim. And his recently announced drive to reduce red
tape in Kentucky government targets duplicative regulations.
But none of that stopped him from launching an investigative effort that is duplicative ofone other government agency and possibly
another. Bevin last week announced he contracted to pay $500,000
to an Indiana law firm ($250 an hour) to look into his suspicions
that his predecessor — Gov. Steve Beshear, the same guy who set
up kynect — pressured state employees for political contributions
and gave state contracts to his friends.
These are serious allegations and we've got no problem with
investigating them. Kentucky owes many of its problems to a long
history of political corruption.
The trouble is, the FBI is already on the job.
In March, federal prosecutors brought political corruption
charges against Tim Longmeyer, who had served as personnel secretary under Beshear and then briefly as deputy attorney general
under his son,Andy Beshear, who was elected attorney general last
November.
Longmeyer pleaded guilty in April but hasn't been sentenced,
probably because he's working with federal investigators."Our investigation is continuing," U.S. Attorney Kerry Harvey said at the
time.
' • So, we know the feds are all over it, whatever it is.
And then there's the Executive Branch Ethics Commission, the
entity created under Kentucky law to have the independence to
.look into the very types of things Bevin is alleging. In April, Andy
'Beshear asked the commission to investigate the matter rather than
the Bevin administration.
He has a point. If one governor's administration can pressure
'state employees into making political contributions, it's reasonable
to assume the next governor might also be able to pressure those
employees into saying they were pressured by the first governor.
The commission said it got Andy Beshear's letter but as a matter
of course does not confirm or deny whether it has begun an investigation.
- In June, Bevin signed an executive order giving himself complete control over all appointments to that commission.
In 2008 Steve Beshear changed the process for selecting the five
commissioners. Under that process, the governor makes one appointment of his choosing and then chooses other appointees from
recommendations by the attorney general and the state auditor.
Bevin eliminated the input of the other two constitutional officers.
, So, we're left wondering if justice and clean government are
jAevin's only motives.
If so,the governor could have waited a bit to see what is turned
tip by the feds — who have subpoena authority unlike the law firm
Sevin hired. And he could have waited a few months until it became clear whether the independent commission is investigating.
' However,if Bevin is looking for a report that will keep the allegations alive and be useful in future political battles, it makes much
More sense to hire his own investigators to snoop around.
' It's certainly not clear if Kentucky will be any cleaner or wiser when Bevin's firm turns in its final bill. We know it will be
$500,000 poorer. el

LETTERS POLICY
/ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
KY 42071, faxed to (270) 753-19127 or emailed to
editor@ m u rrayledger.com.
I Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have name, address and
phone number.
/ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must
be typed or legible.
,/ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent
contributors to the Forum Page.
i Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out
sponsors, businesses or individuals by name,
except those directed toward the community as a
whole, will not be accepted.
,,,,/ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions
f the writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger
i1.A Times staff.
b.
t.
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Governor Matt Bevin recently made two solid appointments
to the Murray State University
Board of Regents. Dr. Walter
Bumphus and Lisa Rudolph
both have strong ties to Murray
State and care deeply for the
institution. With these appointments, Murray State will continue to grow and prosper under
the leadership of President Robert 0. Davies, a dedicated faculty and staff, and a dynamic and
diverse student body.
For years now, the first day
of class for any of my university
history courses has been given
over to the reading of a poem. In
fact, the first thing that we do as
a class and the last thing that we
do as a class involve the analysis
of a poem.On the first day of the
semester, I enjoy watching the
students' quizzical glances to
friends in the next row and frantic consultations of class schedules to make sure they are not in
a Department of English class as
we put off the syllabus for a time
to consider the lines of an Ella
Wheeler Wilcox poem instead.
I first heard the poem years
ago at, of all places, a high
school basketball camp in western Kentucky. I remember that
Tom McMillan, a sensational left-handed forward for the

University of Maryland and our
guest instructor for the day,talked more about life than how to
perfect a jump shot or block out
effectively. He talked about how
we had a responsibility to make
something of our lives, and he
urged us to live lives of service.
There I sat — a 15-year-old
freshman — perched on the first
row of the wooden bleachers,
drinking it all in.
McMillan made a deep, profound impression on me, and
it has not surprised me that he
went oia.toviive a life of service
as a mernb'er of the House of
Representatives after his basketball days were over. Here is
the poem that he recited in that
stifling gymnasium in Madisonville, Kentucky, in July 1970:
One ship drives east,
the other drives west
With the selfsame winds
that blow.
'Es the set of the sails
and not the gales
Which tells us the way to go.
Like the winds ofthe sea
are the ways 0/fate,
As we voyage along
through life:
71.5 the set ofa soul
that decides its goal,

I committed the poem
to
memory.
and with my
first
college
teaching job,
I recited it to
my students on
the first day of Home and
class. A creaAway
ture of habit,
By James
I have contin- Duane Bolin
ued the prac- Ledger & Times
tice ever since.
Columnist
We analyze the
poem.
What
hidden themes, themes that we
will encounter in the course,can
we find in the lines of the poem?
Students are usually very
astute, and they suggest, for
example, in an American history course that ships are used
for warfare, and that surely we
will discuss various wars in
American history. Someone
else chimes in that ships are
also used for commerce and
that we will discuss the ebb and
flow of the American economy
in the course. Yet another student states that the ship sailing
west suggests the significance of

A shy young boy smiles with- advance. The play is a musical, him up for adoption. Horrified
delight as he greets the play di- so there are lines to memorize at the thought
rector,former Kentucky Teacher and songs to sing.
of rejecting
of the Year Holly Bloodworth.
The play opens in the nursery their son, the
He takes her face in his hands, of the Darlings, where Michael, Elliotts got
gently pats her cheeks and then John and the family's canine a new pedidrifts away. With a call for qui- nursemaid Nana are listening to atrician and
et backstage, the stage manager a story told by older sister, Wen- began
the
reminds everyone that, on open- dy. They clamor for her tales of long and loving night, no one will audibly pirates and mermaids, and are ing journey
shoosh them. They will have to spellbound by their secret visi- as parents of
remember on their own.
tor, Peter Pan. He loves Wendy's a child with
As I watch the group begin to stories, too,and promises all the
disabilities.
settle down,another young man
Darling children enthralling ad"We wantsidles up to me and shakes my
ventures if they accompany him ed to give Main
Street
hand without saying a word.
and Tinkerbell to Neverland, Morgan ev- By Constance
"What part do you play?" I
where they never have to grow ery opportuAlexander
ask him.
up.
nity to suc- Ledger & Times
Curving his fingers into
The only way to get to Nev- ceed, to show
Columnist
claws, he snaps like a crocoerland
is to fly, and Peter assures others and the
dile. Then he O's his mouth and
rhythmically claps the palm of them it is possible - even easy world he can.
He may do
one hand against it, in a silent - if they just follow directions.
"Now think of the happiest things differently," she admits,
war whoop.
"Are you a crocodile and an things. It's the same as having "but he can do it."
Amy Elliott and others assowings," he says.
Indian?"
The enthusiasm and spirit ciated with "Peter Pan Jr." will
He grins and nods and then
disappears into the throng on- of the actors make it feel as if be featured in a panel discussion
stage, ready to rehearse for anything is possible. It feels as on Wednesday. Aug. 24, from
Playhouse in the Park's upcom- if the theater is levitating. For an 5-6 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park
ing production of"Peter Pan Jr." instant, we all can fly.
to discuss the rewards and chalWith opening night fast apAmy Elliott drives her son, lenges of including adults with
proaching, Murray's commu- Morgan Elliott, from Graves disabilities in community acnity theater ripples at the edge County to Murray -45 minutes tivities, especially through parof chaos. For the third year in a each way, and after a rigorous ticipation in the arts. For young
row,the Playhouse is participat- day of teaching - so he can be people like Morgan - who will
ing in the Penguin Project, and in the play. "It's one of the best soon age out of programs like
everyone involved is excited.
things he has ever been part of," the Penguin Project - there is a
A national program,the Penshe says. "One of the greatest need to explore other routes to
guin Project provides individuinclusion, to ease the transition
opportunities."
als age 10-21 with special needs
Twenty years ago, when to adulthood.
the opportunity to perform onIn 2016-17, the Murray-CalMorgan was born, the doctor
stage with the back-up and suploway County Endowment for
husband
that
her
and
her
told
port of a team of peer mentors,
Healthcare is working with lofamilies and adult volunteers. Morgan would never be able to
cal cultural arts organizations to
would
do.
He
peers
things
his
do
The process is rigorous, with
shine a light on the importance
rehearsals beginning months in even suggested they should give

westward expansion in American history. We go on, playing
with these themes and topics,
and before long, students have
a pretty good grasp of what the
course is all about.
Then, after a time, I ask
the students to personalize the
poem. What does the poem have
to say to you as a student in this
course? What does it have to
say to you as a person? What
motivates you? What particular
challenges do you face? What
do you want out of life? After
all,"tis the set of a soul that decides its goal, and not the calm
or the strife."
So, we will go through the
ritual yet again in the first class
session of each of my courses
this semester. The poem never
becomes stale, at least for me.
Of course, I recite the poem for
selfish reasons, too. It serves
as a useful tool to keep me on
course, to help me remember
that while I most assuredly teach
the discipline and the subjects
of history — American history,
Kentucky history, sports history.
— I teach students as well.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
Duane at jbolin@murraystate.
edu.

of inclusion and its benefits to
the community.Through an Arts
Access Grant from the Kentucky Arts Council, the Endowment is supporting a yearlong
series of hands-on arts experiences, related programming and
community outreach to celebrate adults with disabilities and
increase awareness of the many
ways they contribute to the community's wellbeing.
"Peter Pan Jr." sets the stage
for discussion and action planning.
The Arts Access Assistance
Grant is made possible through
the Kentucky Arts Council, the
state arts agency which is supported by state tax dollars and
federal funding from the National Endowment for the Arts.
Curtain times for "Peter Pan,
Jr." are 7 p.m. Thursday to Saturday. Aug. 18-20 and Aug.
25-27, and Sunday matinees on
Aug. 21 and 28 are at 2:30 p.m.
Ticket prices range from $8 to
$11, with an additional charge
for online purchase. More information is available at www.
playhousernurray.org or 270759-1752.
For information about the
Murray-Calloway County Endowment for Healthcare,contact
Keith Travis at 270-762-1908,
visit www,MCCHEndowment.
org or email Mr. Travis at ktravis@murrayhospital.org.
Read Main Street online at
wwwmurrayledger.com. Contact the columnist at constanceakxander@twc.com.
•
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OBITUARIES
Lewis F. Sagmiller

64441

Lewis F. Sagmiller, 77, of Hamlin, Kentucky,
died at 11:25 p.m. Monday, Aug. 15, 2016, at the
Spring Cree,k Health Care Center, Murray, Kentucky, after a short illness.
sa
He was born Nov. 20, 1938, in Mandan, North
Dakota, to Peter and Wynona Todd Sagmiller.
He was preceded in death by his parents; two
sisters, Pat and her husband Wally Uhhnan and
Elaine Morud; one brother, Bobby Savniller and
one stepdaughter, Penny Waggoner.
Mr. Sagmiller is survived by his wife, Sharon
SagmIller
Finnemann Sagmiller; five children, Pete (Barb),
Eddie (Lynda), Connie, Jennie and Bobby (Kim) Sag:oilier. four
stepchildren, Laura (Terry) Compton, Richard Tremblay, Cheryl
(Teddy) Darnell and Shawn Tremblay; one sister Donna (Larry)
Werner; 18 grandchildren, nine great-grandchildren and several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral service will be at 1 p.m. Friday, Aug. 19, 2016, at
the Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Kerry Lambert
officiating. Burial will follow in Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Thursday,Aug. 18, 2016 at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhorne.com
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Don Murdock, 76, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Saturday, Aug. 13, 2016, at Vanderbilt Hospital in
Nashville,Tennessee.
He was born Aug. 13, 1940, in Veeclersburg, Indiana, to Forrest Byr1 Murdock and Pearl Frances
Rice Murdock.
He was the former owner and operator of Murdock's Garage, a farmer, and retired from Briggs
and Stratton. He was a U.S. Army veteran and a
member of Northside Baptist Church and Murray
Masonic Lodge 105 F&AM. He was a very avoid
Murdock
golfer.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by a brother, Raymond Murdock; a sister,
Marjorie Fletcher; a sister-in-law, Shirley Murdock
and a niece, Shelly Murdock.
Mr. Murdock is survived by his wife,Linda Murdock of Murray, whom he married June 8, 1963,
in Golden Pond, Kentucky; four daughters, Nancy
Overbey and husband Mickey and Brenda Luther and husband Morris, all of Murray, Tonya Estes of Benton and Rayann Butterworth
and husband Jeff of Murray; one son, Gary Murdock of Murray;
nine grandchildren,Tylena and Tanner Estes of Benton, Brian Overbey and wife Lee, Kyle Overbey, Chance Overbey, LeAnne Gibbs
and husband Todd, Ellyn Luther, Lake Butterworth and Olivia Butterworth, all of Murray; four great-grandchildren, Hunter Estes of
Benton, Aiden, Audrey and Anderson Overbey, all of Murray and
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Aug. 17, 2016, at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Brett Miles and C.C. Brasher
officiating. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery. Visitation
was from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday,Aug. 16,2016, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Soup for the Soul,P.O.
Box 1001, Murray, KY 42071 or Shriners Hospital for Children,
1900 Richmond Road,Lexington, KY 40502.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com .
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Robert'Shane' Hefllin
Robert "Shane" Heflin, 43, of Mayfield, Kentucky, died Thursday Aug. 11, 2016, in Wickliffe
Kentucky.
He attended Pryorsburg Baptist Church. He was
employed as an LPN at Countryside of Bardwell.
He was a 1991 graduate of Graves County High
School, 1997 graduate of Murray State University
and a graduate of WKCTC nursing program.
He was preceded in death by his grandparents,
Fred Sr. and Virginia Heflin, Robert Elmer "Boots"
and Lola Sanderson and his father-in-law, Bobby
HOMO
Jackson.
•
Mr. Heflin is survived by his wife of 19 years,
LeeAnn Jackson Heflin; his mother Doris Heflin of Mayfield; his
father Ron Heflin and wife Linda of Lone Oak; two sons, Jackson
Drake Heflin and Sawyer Nash Heflin; two sisters, Lisa Heflin of
Mayfield and Michelle Gibson of Cunningham; his mother-in-law,
Delber Ann Calhoun and husband David of Hickory; two brothersin-law, Scott Jackson and wife Tiffany of Paducah and Lee Jackson
of Mayfield and a sister-in-law, Leslie Renken and husband Brian of
Spirit Lake,Iowa.
The funeral service was at 11 a.m.Tuesday,Aug. 16,2016,at Byrn
Funeral Home in Mayfield with Marshall Ivey officiating. Burial followed in the Highland Park Cemetery. Pallbearers were Brad Greer,
Robert Whitford, Kelly Hutchins, Frankie McKinney, Lynn Forsee,
Lee Jackson,Scott Jackson and Wayne Wheeler. Visitation was from
5-8 p.m. Monday,Aug. 15,2016 at the fwieral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Pryorsburg Baptist
Church, The Heflin Boys Memorial Fund, do First National Bank,
101 East Broadway, Mayfield, KY,42066.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, was in charge of arrangements.

FUNERAL NOTICE
Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Horne
Norma Jean Thomas,66
The funeral service will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday,Aug. 17.2016,
at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.

The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Don Murdock,76
The funeral service will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday,Aug. 17,2016
at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.

•FISCAL COURT...

Linda Nell Blaustein
Linda Nell Blaustein, 64, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday,
Aug. 16,2016, at her home surrounded by her family.
She was born Jan. 13, 1952, in Kentucky to Melvin and Mary
Louise Simpson.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church. She earned her LPN
from West Kentucky Technical School and worked as a private sitter. She was an avid gardner and loved to cross stitch.
In addition to her parents,she was preceded in death by her brother, Joe Simpson and sisters, Ramona Roberts and Sharon Ives.
Linda is survived by her son, Frank Blaustein of Benbrook,Texas;
daughters, Leslie Sanders of Murray and Sarah Bollette of Newton, New Jersey; a brother, Paul Simpson; sisters, Brenda McCoy
and Betty Hargis of Dover, Tennessee; grandchildren, Whitney
Sanders, Morganne Sanders, Ryan Bollette, Brady Bollette, Sydney
Blaustein, Cayden Bright, Nathan Blaustein and one great-grandchild-to-be, Mavis Morris.
A graveside service will be at 3 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 18, 2016,
at Smith Cemetery in Big Rock,Tennessee. Visitation will be from
2-2:45 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 18, 2016, at Anglin Funeral Home.
Family and friends will serve as pallbearers.
Anglin Funeral Home,Dover,Tennessee, is in charge of arrangements.

Judy Cunningham
Judy CunninghaM; 71, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday, Aug.
16, 2016,at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville,Tennessee.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
•
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From front

more than we thought we could
afford. So,we looked at what we
project," Rogers told the board. might cut, and we didn't want
"Roughly, what it did was add to cut the band room out, but
$2.5 million to our project. So,I we're looking at cutting those
consulted individually with the other two items (stair project)
board members and told them and adding $1.5 million to our
that my primary function in this original (cost estimate), but not
process is to make sure we've $2.5 million.
Sanders — galvanized legions of got enough money to pay for it.
By ADAM BEAM
"We're looking at our bond"You (Thomas) gave us the ing potential and the available
supporters who had never been inAssociated Press
price of $1.7 million to reno- funds, we think we'll be able to
volved in politics before.
"There is no doubt Trump and vate the current office space and swing that, but we felt like the
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
When Kentucky's former state au- Bernie have opened up that notion restroom area. That's a much $2.5 million added to that, we
ditor and the host of the state's most of what a politician can be," Jones larger area and much more of couldn't."
popular sports talk show decided to said. "Now, and I don't mean this a cost than we had anticipated,
Other actions taken at the
start a new political organization, about Bernie but I certainly mean it but Ms.(MI-IS Principal Teresa) MISD board meeting included:
they both agreed on one thing: They about Trump, why not have a ratio- Speed asked for you to include
*The board approved a bullythat, and you did, and you told ing, hazing, harassment and diswould not try to elect anyone to of- nal person do it?"
Edelen says he was,and still is, a us what it cost. So,I think we're crimination policy, combining
fice.
The result is the New Kentucky partisan Democrat. Jones prefers the going to have to take a look at the complaint forms for those
Project, a statewide organization label "progressive." But the group that."
situations into one comprehenRogers said the band room sive form. The policy for hanthat launched Tuesday in a search of itself is seeking to shed political
renovations are needed, but the dling those situations remains
new ideas and new people to make party labels.
"Young people who were condi- stair renovations - which he distinct.
them work.
The group signals the return of tioned in a 300-channel(TV) world, said would be about $425,000 sThe board approved the unAdam Edelen, the charismatic for- the notion that you are going to be were likely not needed.
audited financial report for FisThe board unanimously ap- cal Year 2015-16.
mer state auditor who was preparing able to go to them and say, `You've
a run for the U.S. Senate before he got two choices in the political proved the specifications enersThe board approved school
shockingly lost re-election to Re- sphere, you need to sign up with one gy design and the statement of supervision plans, certified
publican state Rep. Mike Harmon all the time,' is laughable," Edelen probable cost for the project.
school personnel evaluation
"When they added those plan and several consent agenda
in November. And it is the first po- said. "That generation gets excited
litical work for Matt Jones, the host about ideas. They get galvanized areas that they mentioned, it items.
of Kentucky Sports Radio, whose around beliefs. And those beliefs ar- upped the cost by about $2.5
The next scheduled meeting
show has turned into a must-stop for en't always going to be in the same million," Rogers said after the of the MISD board will be at 7
meeting. "That was a little bit p.m. on Sept. 13.0
politicians seeking statewide office. patty."
While Edelen and Jones said
Edelen and Jones say the New
Kentucky Project is a nonprofit both major political patties have
organization seeking to organize failed the voters, they seemed to
chapters in all 120 counties that save their most pointed criticism for
would be governed by an executive Democrats. Edelen said the reason
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Matt Bevin has removed the
committee. Members have to pay the party failed in the November commissioner of the state Alcoholic Beverage Commission that he
$20 annual dues, or $10 for college statewide elections was because it appointed just five months ago.
students. While the group is not ran a campaign focused on "disqualIn an executive order filed Monday, Bevin removed Steven Edovertly partisan. Edelen and Jones ifying Matt Bevin."
wards from his post because he "lost confidence" in his ability to
"You ought to have to be about lead. Bevin said "matters have been brought to my attention" that
said it does "lean Democratic" with
a core set of values promoting ed- something," Edelen said, with Jones caused him to question Edwards, but he did not say what those matucation, affordable health care and quipping: "I would argue there is a ters were.
lot of state Democrats who haven't
pm-labor policies.
Edwards is an attorney and a graduate of the U.S. Army War ColBut the group will not endorse taken positions on anything in re- lege. Before he was commissioner, he served on the ABC board and
candidates, make political contribu- cent years."
was the distilled spirits administrator. He is also the former division
While Edelen and Jones be- chief for claims at Fort Knox.
tions or run ads. At least, not nght
moaned the hyperpartisanship of
now.
Edwards replaced former commissioner Freddie Higdon, who re"If we created this just to get today's political eavirosaseat. their s gned.•
people elected, we're just a part of announcement on Tuesday was met
the problem that we're trying to with typical partisan responses. Tres
Watson, spokesman for the Repubfix," Jones said.
The project seems positioned lican Paity of Kentucky, said U.S.
to capitalize on the unusual 2016 Sen. Mitch McConnell's "blowout
presidential election, where a pair win- in 2014 and Gov. Man Bevin's
of unconventional candidates from victory last year show "Kentucky is
Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County
both parties — Republican Don- a red state that is becoming redder
•
ald Trump and Democrat Bernie by the day"

Edelen returns to politics alongside
talk show host with new organization

Bevin removes ABC commissioner,cities 'lost confidence'

American
Red Cross

From front

that his group was proposing a
0.058-cents tax per every $100,
Before that happens, though, a which he said would result
in an
public hearing is required; that increase of about $13,000 overwill be scheduled at a later date. all or $1.50 per household.
Elkins said that the magis'Of particular concern for the
trates, under law, had the option magistrates was passing on secof increasing the rate by 4 per- ond reading Tuesday an amendcent, which would have taken ment to the 2016-17 budget that
the figure to 13.5 cents per ev- calls for prior-year carryover of
ery $100.
$1.5 million from unbudgeted
In addition, several county receipts for use in combatting
boards, all of which are sepa- mounting repair costs from road
rate from county government, damage incurred in the past
also had representatives report month and a half.
their proposed tax rates TuesThis was originally passed
day. Elkins did tell the audience on first reading during a special
that, regardless of whether the called meeting of the magismagistrates disagreed with a trates earlier this month.
figure,they could not veto or al"As we discussed at that
ter those proposals in any man- special meeting, we have work
ner. That is because the people that has to be done and has to be
on these boards are appointed, done now," Elkins said. -This
not elected by the public.
is because of storms from last
"The main reason we have month, and they have continthem come up here like this is to ued into this month,and we just
provide transparency in the pro- cannot wait to see what kind of
cess, which I believe is the best funding help we may get."
way to do this," Elkins said.
However, there is a ray of
With that, the representa- hope, perhaps, for the county
tives made their reports. Ginny in regards to getting that help.
Harper, longtime 4-H coordina- Calloway County Emergency
tor in Calloway County, repre- Management Director Bill Call
sented the Extension Board and later reported that the Federal
told the magistrates about its Emergency Management Agenproposed rate of 1.6 cents per cy did visit the county last week
every $100 assessed. This is the and ,was able to document the
same as last year, she said.
many problems the county still
Next was the Calloway has with some of its roads.
County Public Library Board of
"And we're hopeful right
Directors and the Library's Ex- now for some federal money to
ecutive Director, Mignon Pitt- come our way," Call said, exman,to report proposed rates of plaining that the quick response
5.9 cents per $100 on personal of county officials to properly
and real property and 3 cents prepare necessary paperwork.
per $100 on motor vehicles and
County FEMA Agent Claywatercraft.
ton Hendricks also reported that
Finally, Terry Little of the the damage total for road repairs
Fire Protection Board reported has just eclipsed $1 million. II

TOWN CRIER
The Building and Planning committees of the Murray-Calloway County Park Board will meet in special
session at 1 p.m. Thursday inside the Murray Banquet
Center, 926 S. 12th St. Agenda items will include: Discussion of playground resurfacing (replacing of material
under playground equipment; action to approve materials
to use for resurfacing of playgrounds.
'(The City of Murray Architecture Review Board has announced that it will not have its scheduled meeting on
Aug. 30, due to no quorum being available for that meeting.
-To report a Town Crier item, please phone 270-7531916.
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CCPL to offer free
computer classes

Angel Alert issued
The Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an Angel Alert for the following:
twin bed and mattress, bunk beds with mattress,
kitchen table and chairs and a dresser. This request is for a local family with multiple children. Anyone with these items in good condition
should contact the resource center at 270-7627333.
Martha
Finney Andrus,
Community editor

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public Library will offer free computer
classes during the month of September,taught by Savannah Murphy.
The classes offered include:
•Computer Basics for Beginners: What is a Computer?
6-7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 6, and 10-11:30 a.m. Thursday, Sept
8.
This class explores the basics of using a computer.Topics covered
include turning a computer on and off, operating a keyboard and
mouse, understanding computer terms and expressions, and common uses of a computer. Participants will learn introductory concepts that will prepare them for further development of their skills.
'
,Learning the Keyboard
6-7:30 pin. Tuesday,Sept. 13, and Thursday,Sept. 15.
This class provides an overview of the keyboard and its many
functions. Participants will learn about sitting posture and finger positioning so they can begin typing. Resources will be provided for
participants to practice on their own computers.
•Internet Basics
6-7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 27
This class provides a basic overview of the Internet and how to
use it safely. Participants will learn the difference between Internet
and World-Wide Web,how to use a search engine,and how to maintain safe online activities.
Class space is limited and registration is required. Call the CCPL
at 270-753-2288 to register. III

Automobile Club will meet

The Twin Lakes Region of the Antique Automobile Club of America will meet at 6 pm.
Thursday, Aug. 18, at The Crossroads. Club
membership is open to anyone with an interest in automobiles. For
more information, contact Howard Brandon at 270-753-5960 or
Charles Forberg at 270-436-2735.

Women's conference will be in Paris
The Paris-Henry County Chamber of Commerce will sponsor
a women's conference at 11:30 a.m. Friday, Aug. 19, at the Paris
Country Club, Paris, Tennessee. Vallie Smith Collins, a survivor of
the US Airways crash into the Hudson River, will be the keynote
speaker. Seating is limited and reservations are required. The cost
is $25, which includes lunch. Reservations may be made by calling
731-643-3431 or email monicasmith@paristnchamber.com.

CASA fundraiser to be held
Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) for Children will
host a hamburger cookout fundraiser from 10:30 a.m.-2 p.m. on Friday, Aug. 19, in the parking lot of CASA at 1003 Poplar St. Ham
burger or cheeseburger with chips and dessert is $5 per person and
delivery is available for 10 or more orders. Email orders to rodawson@murrayhospital.org by Aug. 18 at 4 pm.For more information
or questions, call Ryan at 270-227-5893.

FUN &gaddoft

Kids Care for Hunger to host session
Murray's Kids Care for Hunger will host a packaging session on
Saturday, Aug. 20,at the Stahler Farm on Kentucky 121 South. Volunteers of all ages are needed to assist in packaging ingredients for
a fortified macaroni and cheese product that helps to feed families in
Calloway County. The sessions will be from 9-11 a.m. and 11 a.m.-1
p.m. Call the Murray's Kids Care office at 270-753-1492 or show up
the day of the event.

Town and Gown Chorale to begin
Murray State University Town and Gown Chorale will begin rehearsals for its fall session at 6:30 p.m. Monday,Aug. 22, in Room
314 of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building on the MSU campus.
There is no audition required for membership; however, a voice
placement hearing will be used to assist in assigning singers to the
appropriate voice part. There is no registration fee to be a member
of the choir. All singers are encouraged to participate. For questions
or more information,contact Dr. Bradley Almquist at 270-809-4288.

Film series to be shown at CCPL
In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the National Park Service, the Calloway County Public Library and Fort Donelson National Battlefield will present a film featuring Ken Bums' series,
"The National Parks: America's Best Idea." "Great Nature" will be
shown at the CCPL from 6-8:15 p.m. Thursday,Aug. 18. The public
is invited to attend and bring a dinner to enjoy while viewing the
film. Popcorn and drinks will be served.

Authors Support Group plans meeting
The Murray Authors Support Group will meet from 1:30-3 p.m.
Saturday, Aug. 20, at Brookdale Murray. Karen Welch will be the
speaker and a social time will be from 1-1:30 pin. Those interested
are welcome to attend.

NAMI Support Group to meet Thursday
The NAMI/Murray Family Support Group will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 18. at the Educational Services Building of Murray-Calloway County Hospital on the corner of Eighth and Elm
streets. This group is for family and friends of someone diagnosed
with a mental illness such as bipolar, major depression, schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder, post-traumatic
stress disorder and borderline pelsonality disorder. At each meeting,
a sharing and support time lets attendees be heard in a safe, confidential and welcoming environment. For more information, call
270-748-6133.

Panel discussion to be held
A panel discussion will be held from 5-6 p.m. Wednesday, Aug.
24, at Playhouse in the Park to discuss including adults with disabilities in the performing arts. The panel will focus on ways inclusion enriches the community. This discussion is sponsored by Playhouse in the Park and the Murray-Calloway County Endowment for
Healthcare. Anyone interested is welcome to attend.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The Hazel Cemetery is in need of donations for the upkeep of the
cemetery. Persons owning lots or with family buried in Hazel are
asked to contribute. Donations may be sent to Patsy Bramlett, P.O.
Box 8,Hazel,KY 42049.

Good Life offers trip to Nashville
The Murray Bank Good Life will travel to Nashville, Tennessee,
on Dec. 7-9. The trip will include two nights at the Opryland Hotel,
a dinner show featuring a Gatlin Brothers performance as well as
Vince Gill and Amy Grant in concert at the Ryman Auditorium. For
more information, contact Brenda Sykes at 270-767-3338 or email
bsykes@themurraybank.com.

FBC Library available to the public
The First Baptist Church Library has Bible studies for Sunday
school classes, small group studies or personal use that can be
checked out long term. Popular authors such as Beth Moore, James
MacDonald. Priscilla Shirer and others are available. New Christian
books and media are added on a weekly basis. Library cards are five
and not based on church affiliation. The FBC Library is located at
302 S. Fourth St. For more information, call 270-753-1282.

Backpack program needs items
Need Line needs to stock their shelves for its Backpack program.
Individual size food items are needed and include 100 percent juice,
8-ounce shelf-stable milk and chocolate milk, fruit snacks, Je11-0
cups, raisin boxes,cheese and crackers or any individually-wrapped
snack food. Need Line is located at 509 N. Eighth St. and is open
from 10 a.m.-4 pm. Monday-Friday. Need Line is a United Way
agency. For more information,call 270-753-6333.

Photo provided
CCRTA: The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association met Monday, Aug. 8, at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse, with Justice Bill Cunningham as the guest speaker. Cunningham
spoke about examples of teachers who influenced his life and contributed to his success. A
catered lunch was served. The next meeting will be at 11:30 a.m. Monday, Oct. 10, at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse.

Murray
Mass
Christian
Choir to
perform
Aug.28
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Mass Christian Choir, under the direction
of Mike Crook, will present a
praise and worship musical,
"Break Every Chain," at 6 p.m.
Sunday, Aug. 28, at Westside
Baptist Church.
The choir consists of over 70
singers and will feature a special
guest speaker, Dr. Terry Ellis,
former pastor at First Baptist
Church. Ellis is the founder and
president of Chrysalis Interventions.
"Break Every Chain" is a new
collection of 10 songs chosen
for the choir to become a catalyst to engage the congregation
in worship.
"With this presentation, the
Murray Mass Christian Choir
continues their desire to provide
God-honoring music and to be
a part of the unique opportunity to sing with other churches
throughout the region," said
Crook, founder and minister
of music at Westside Baptist
Church.
The musical is free and open
to the public.
For more information, contact
Crook at 270-293-4918 or visit
the church webpage at www.wbcmurray.org.•

Create curves.
jug have returned from market, and
the fall and spnng has something for
all of us.
A new shipment of our v-neck tunics
everyone loves has just arnved
Congratulations to Tonda Thomas who
won this week's giveaway. Like and
share us on Facebook to be eligible for
the giveaway.
Skry tuned to next week's fun and
fashion report,..

The Something For Everyone Store'.
SOS South 12th • Murray, KY • 274753-7441
00931C www.dkk•Iley.com
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Fall fashions are arnving daily There
are many trends to choose for your style
this season.
Knitwear is one of the big trends this
season.
Texture,
embellishments
and
embroidery are oa the hit list this fall
as well.
Men's wear in preppy plaids are back
in unusual mixes.
Scarves, ponchos and shawls are in
every clothing line.
Many of us have a midsection we like
to hide. However, wearing a Ng box
skirt will snake you bigger says Adam
Glassman the creative director for 0
Magazine.
He says try a top that fits in the
shoulders and slightly shaped through
the bust with a bit of fluidity or strategic
draping.
He also says "don't be swaypd by the
numbers on the tag, there IS no universal
sizing method,. and remeniber no one
sees the number but you. But everyone
can see when your clothes are too tight."
He says shop for your largest part first.
If you have Ngger hips start there when
looking for pants, you can always take
them in at the waist.
Look for a ponte fabnc, its the most
forgiving.
One button blazers create an hourglass
silhouette perfect for the small-busted
ladies.
Two-button styles draw the eye up and
and in, usually minimizing a larger chest.
Remember illusion dressing is a fnend
to all of us. Rouching can conceal trouble
spots, strategically placed panels can

$

Say'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
• to someone special!
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Photo provided
Pictured from left are MCCH employees in attendance at the 2016 Service Awards Banquet celebrating 40 years of service with the hospital: Faye Key, CEO Jerry Penner,
Ginny Hulse and Dana Bazzell.
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MCCH employees recognized
at 38th Service Awards Banquet
Special to The Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital recently recognized
more than 100 employees
at the 38th annual Service
Awards Banquet for reaching
a milestone in their years of
service at both MCCH and at
Spring Creek Health Care.
The banquet was Mardi
Gras-themed and held in the
Curris Center Ballroom at
Murray State University to
honor employees reaching a
milestone in service.
Recent retirees and employees with more than 20 years of
service but not celebrating a

milestone year were also honored. In total, the employees
celebrating milestones represented more than 1,455 combined years of service.
Musical entertainment was
provided during the dinner,
and MCCH CEO Jerry Penner delivered opening remarks
and honored those with 30-,
35- and 40-year service milestones.
Hospital chaplain Kerry
Lambert gave the invocation
and John Wilson, vice president of human resources,
recognized recent retirees and
employees with five years of

service. Jeff Eye,Dirk Morgan
and Keith Travis re}ognized
the 10-, 15-, 20- and 25-year
milestone recipients.
"Tonight, we recognize
our form of heroes, those who
have chosen to stay with our
organization through thick and
thin, obstacles and adversity,
challenges and choice," Penner said.
"Your choice has been to
stay with MCCH or Spring
Creek Healthcare. I've always
marveled at those that choose
to stay with an organization
for years, decades and then
multiple decades."•

Photo provided
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, seated center, and Murray Mayor Jack
Rose, seated at right, signed a proclamation recently recognizing the 26th anniversary
of the Americans with Disabilities Act being signed Into law to ensure the civil rights of
people with disabilities. Seated with Elkins and Rose is Carissa Johnson of the Center
for Accessible Living office in Murray. Standing from left are John Eads, director of the
Murray office; Jennifer Johnson, independent living specialist; and Eddie Clyde Hale,
Calloway County 1st Distriet magistrate.
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HEARING
TECHNOLOGY EVENT
10 DAYS ONLY!
AUG. 17 - AUG. 27

Murray-Galloway County Hospital receives scholarship
for Ohio State's Academy for Excellence in Healthcare

EXPERIENCE THE
LATEST HEARING
TECHNOLOGY
This is a Limited time Offer

readmission rates, improve quality standards and
much more while at the conference. Courses included the DNA of continuous improvement and
structured problem solving. A3 problem solving.
value-stream mapping, identifying process waste
and root cause, preventative risk analysis, lean
management system standard work, daily accountability, project report-outs, reflections and
leader standard work and supporting and maintaining the system
"We are excited to apply what we have learned
as a team to our everyday tasks in the hospital,"
said Hubbard. "Representing MCCH at a nationwide conference such as this shows that we are
strong as a company and willing to take the steps
needed to be the best we can be for our patients."
MCCH is hoping to reduce the number of inpatient readmissions within 30 days on the fourth
floor of the South Building (4 South) by less than
3 percent per month from baseline by reducing
preventable readmission factors related to chronic
diseases.
For more information, contact marketing at
outcomes.
82.
270-762-13
This team learned the tools necessary to reduce

Special to The Ledger
MCCH recently received the Ohio State University's "Academy for Excellence in Healthcare"
scholarship. This competitive health care scholarship is worth $36,000 with only one winner.
A team from MCCH traveled to Ohio State to
learn more about quality standards for hospitals.
This team consisted of Director of Quality Management and Risk Manager Mary Sue Hubbard,
Director of Pharmacy Sheila Walker, Director of
4 South Gary Harper, Charge Nurse of 4 South
Shelly Ameling and Vice President of Patient Care
Services Jeff Eye, who went as the team's executive leadership sponsor.
The Academy for Excellence in Healthcare is
a collaboration between the Ohio State University
Fisher College of Business and Cardinal Health,
committed to improving the operations and outcomes of the nation's health care providers. The
program has been designed to help health care
organizations identify and solve their greatest operating challenges, ultimately driving results that
can significantly reduce costs and improve patient

• Free Hearing Screening Tests
• Free Otoscopic Exam of Your Ear
•

Appointments Required,

CALL TODAY
270-753-8055
Looking for Financing Options?

1.
!

SPECIAL FINANCING
E*
AVAILABL
Ask for details
'Subject to credit approval.

Michael K. Stone, BC-HIS

Four Rivers Behavioral Health moves back
Call Today and Schedule Your Hearing Test
into Murray Lakes Center following flood 270-753-8055 or toll-free 1-800-949-5728
Special to The Ledger
Four Rivers Behavioral
Health has moved back into the
company's Lakes Center offices
in Murray following flooding
during the torrential rains of the
July 4 weekend.
After the offices were flooded, St. Leo's Catholic Church
offered space in their building to
Four Rivers Behavioral Health,
and clients were seen there

without the inconvenience of
having to travel to other offices
in Mayfield or Paducah.
,"We owe a big thank you to
St. Leo's for allowing us to use
their space during the last few
weeks," said Gretchen Roof,
vice president of clinical services."It was so important to us
that service to our clients was
still easily accessible.

"Our staff is second to none!
They acted as movers and cleanup crews. We couldn't have
done it without them."
Four Rivers Behavioral
Health took the opportunity to
'freshen up' the office space by
ldding new furniture and better
soundproofing in offices to ensure privacy.
The renovated offices opened
late last week. MI
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Olympics 2016/1972

urr

When the men's even at our quarters in the Olympic Vilnearby military base, where they were and the other from Bulgaria, language
Olympic basketball lage, we had views of lots of flowers.
to be flown to Egypt. But the plan was issues led to so much confusion that
ulteam takes the court Our building was modern German arnever to let them leave the country.
timately, thc Russian team was allowed
in Rio this month, chitecture, built in a stair-step design
German sharpshooters had been po- "one more try" after the U.S. team had
few of its players, so that each floor had a balcony. The
sitioned to eliminate the terrorists at rushed the floor twice,celebrating what
and perhaps even underground roads left the ground level
the airport. However, it was discovered they thought was a gold medal victory.
fewer of the fans, free of traffic congestion except for peupon leaving Building 31 and boarding
"It was awful, horrible," said Davis, a
will remember what destrians."
a bus to the helicopter, there weren't former Wayne County star and Georgetook place 44 years
It was a beautiful sight. Who wouldn't three or four
terrorists as first believed, town College All-American. "We had
ago at the 1972 want to be a part of it?
but eight. So when they reached the air- gone from jubilation like you can't
Out & About Games in Munich, However, in the early morning hours port, the sharpshooters were outnum- believe to being told the game wasn't
of Sept. 5, eight Arab terrorists entered bered
... Kentucky Germany.
when they began their attempt over.
There has nev- the Olympic Village and headed straight
"After it was over, as the team caper been such an to Building 31. It was here that the Is- to pick off the terronsts. Five of them
St*
Olympics, before raeli athletes were housed, and it was were killed and three captured, but not tain, I went out and told the press we
By Gary P.
or since. Swimmer here that the Olympics changed forever. before they machine-gunned one heli- would not accept the silver medal, Why
West
copter and tossed a grenade through the should we? We won the gold."
Mark Spitz won an
While there are many variations of
Syndicated
Today,those silver medals are locked
door
of the other.
unheard-of seven how the terrorists, that called themColumnist
In a bit of irony, the three captured away in Switzerland, and if Kenny Dagold medals, gym- selves Black September, slipped into
nast Olga Korbut the Village, everyone agrees that two terrorists were sentenced to long pnson vis has his say,that's where they'll stay.
"I have it in my will that no one in my
from Russia burst onto the world scene, Israelis — a wrestling coach and weight- terms, but two months later, West Gerfamily
is to ever accept it," he said."We
many
exchange
d
them
for passengers
and the U.S. men's basketball team lost lifter — were killed early on after resistto the Russians in the most controver- ing. Nine others were taken hostage, and crew of a German Lufthansa air- didn't win the silver."
As crazy and haywire as the 1972
sial game ever played.
with a demand to cancel the Games, plane that had been skyjacked by PalBut it was what happened away from release 200 Palestinian terrorists held estinians. Two of the three were later Olympics were, Davis put it all in
Photo provided
any of the competition, back in Olym- in Israeli prisons and provide them safe tracked down by Israeli operatives and perspective when he concluded that, Kenny Davis
in his USA basketball
"Those Israeli athletes didn't get to go
pic Village, that brought the world to its passage out of Germany.
warm-up. Davis was captain of the
It was chaos, and back in Kentucky, home ... at least;we did."
• knees.
American team that lost in the gold
Instead, West Germany's government
Gary P. West can be reached at medal game to
For Munich in 1972, it was the best offered unlimited dollars to release the Davis' family was glued to the TV
the Russians in the
westl488@twc.com.
round the clock.
. of times. The city was chomping at the hostages and leave. But they refused.
1972 Olympics.
"We had a phone in our building in
bit for a chance to show the world a
With the world watching, Olympic
softer, far less confrontational side of head Avery Brundage did in fact bring the foyer," says Davis. "The Olympic
their country than Hitler's Nazis had the Games to a halt, but only temporar- people had given us pre-paid calling
cards, and over the 20 days I was there,
• displayed in 1936 at their Berlin Olym- ily.
pics.
In the meantime, ABC television's I called my wife four or five times."
By now, the basketball team, of
Visitors to Munich saw the beauty of Jim McKay stayed on the air for 15
a country immersed in the arts. They straight hours. What the viewers didn't which Davis had been named captain,
heard beautiful music, saw thousands know was under his clothing McKay had won several early-round games and
•
— -"a
of young people smiling, and the ar- was wearing a yellow swimsuit he had was on a collision course to meet the
or.47.=.=•
Tod,1V
ft°
chitecture of their centuries-old build- on when he received the call to immedi- Russians in the gold medal game.
Olympic
•OM*
ings were postcards waiting to be sent ately go on the air. Quickly, he had put
In spite of having a team made up of
1:ULA. era rag
Littiol)
1.1 a
"
1
4
:s
•••••• La;
••
.'"
••4:
••
rk•••• *tr.
&a.m. •
tom". Olr.'k at r
• back to the States. The country had his television clothing over the swim- college players, the Americans were
put its Nazi past behind and was now suit.
still expected to beat an "amateur" Somarching forward, bringing their beauFormer Kentucky Gov. John Y. viet team that had been playing together
-e
tiful city with them while showing the Brown was only a few feet from McK- for years.
world.
ay's live broadcast.
The team was coached by Henry lba,
• Kenny Davis, a 23-year-old member
"1 was a guest of Roone Arledge, and some of the big names were Doug
IP nil•
of the USA basketball team by way of the head of ABC sports," Brown said. Collins,Tom McMillen,Tom Burleson,
Monticello, Kentucky,and Georgetown "I was sitting with Roone near McKay Dwight Jones, Jim Brewer and
Bobby
College in Scott County, was right in when he went on the air. Many, me in- Jones. Bill Walton, the marquee
name
the middle of it all.
cluded, consider McKay's performance of the day, refused to play.
"The streets were full of activity, both — which, by the way, was without script
Today, after more than four decades,
day and night, making the pageantry — to be one of the greatest on-air report- Americans can
still remember where
surrounding the Games even more col- ing jobs in television history."
they were when the U.S. team lost for
orful," Davis recalled. "Stores, churchFinally, after hours of uneasy negoti- the first time in Olympic competition
Photo provided
es and gift stand operators went out of ations, the Germans allowed the terror- 51-49.
This is a headline that appeared in the Stars and Stripes military newspaper followtheir way to make us feel at home. And ists and their hostages to helicopter to a
With two referees, one from Brazil ing the U.S. loss to the Russians.

s cage gold upheld;
er refused by U.S.
•U•
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TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION, YOUR NAME WILL AUTOMATICA
LLY BE ENTERED
INTO A RANDOM DRAWING TO WIN ONE OF TWO $100 CASH PRIZES.
Favorite Elected Official

Favorite Caterer

Favorite Photography Studio

Favorite Mexican Restaurant

Favorite Broker/Investment Firm

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite Jeweh-y Store

Favorite Asian Restaurant

Favorite Antique Store

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite BBQ Restaurant

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Appliance Store

Favorite Place To Get Dessert

Favorite Florist

Favorite Veterinarian

Favorite Bookstore

Favorite Place To Get A Barger

Favorite Auto Dealer

Favorite Steak House

Favorite Gift Shop

Favorite Place To Get Breakfast

Favorite Children's Clothing Store

In
surance
Ager,cy

rung,
Lady
stii
In
toiliste
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rand Oar Orq=
.

ITV TIME AGAIN TO 110TE FOR YOIIR FAVORITE;
Favorite Place to Get Catfish
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All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours
are. In preparation for our upcoming
'Readers' Choice 2016 section, we are asking readers to fill us in op their
area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses,
I we want to know who your favorites arel To add your votes- in thliyear's poll,
just fill out the form below and send it to ut
before Friday, September 2nd, at 5 p.m.
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Favorite Pest Control Service
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third
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Hangout

Favorite Furniture Store
Favorite Oil Change Service

Favorite Hair Salon

Favorite Optometrist
Favorite Cable Provider
Favorite Fitness Center

Vt.I

ci

Auto

Rep,,,,

Favorite Place To Get A Milkshake

Favorite Landscaping/Lawn Service

1

Favorite Framing Store
Favorite Barber Shop

Favorite Place To Eat Buffet

Favorite Drug Store

Favorite Place To Get Fast Food

Favorite Attorney

Favorite Carpet Store
Favorite Dentist
Favorite Physical Therapist
Favorite Orthodontist

Favorite Place To Get Home Cooking

Favorite Terming Salon

Favorite Towing Service
Favorite Family Practitioner

Favorite After 5 Hangout

Favorite Bank

Favorite Heating & Cooling Service
Favorite Day Care

Favorite Coffee House
Favorite Restaurant
Favorite Place To Get Pim
Favorite Lunch Spot

Favorite Bank Teller

itnn•ti I
Gift
Shop

Favorite Plumbing Service

Mere Ids& maw etemu

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite Consignment Shop

Favorite Rest Estate Agency

Favorite Thrift Store

Favorite Real Estate Agent

Favorite Insurance Agency

Favorite Senior Llvhqt Community

Favorite Gas Station

Favorite Clothing Store

Favorite Goff Coarse

Mtwara* Ladies Clotting Store

Favorite West Ky. Newspaper

Favorite Pet Groomer

Favorite Hardware Store
Favorite Radio Personality

Ga,
I

Favorite Gruk.y Store'
Favorite Liquor Store

I

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED.
Photo copies of ballots
will not be accepted Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local
favorites in our special
'Best of Calloway County Readers' Choice 2016 section published in October. Mail
ballot to or drop off at:

Favorite Doan* Shop
Favorite Dance Studio

MURRAY
• •

I

I

Name:

I 'WI,

I Phone:

LEDGERSLTIMES

PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
1001 WhItnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071
I CONTEST RULES:
• 1. Must be at least 18 years of age to enter. Employees of this newspaper and their families
are not WA*. 2. Entries must be reoeived by this
• newspaper before 6 p.m. on Fri., Sept. 2nd. 3.
Cash prize winners will be selected via random drawing. Decision of newspaper is final. 4. At least
10
categories must be filled In for your ballot to be valid and counted. 6. All entries
should contain the name of a business unless otherwise
specilled.6. Entries must include full name phone number to be
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SPORTS
PREP GIRLS SOCCER: CALLOWAY COUNTY 4, UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS 4

OLYMPICS 2016

Starting off with a bang!
Houston nets last-second goal as Lady Lakers tie 4-4 with UHA
It was raining. It was Muddy. It was damp. It was almost
a win.
Below the steady rainfall
over Region 1 on Monday evening, the Calloway County
Lady Lakers decided to revert
to a last-second shot for absolute
masterpiece theatre at the Jim
Nix Soccer Complex.
Down 4-3 to University
Heights with 30 seconds remaining in their home opener,
Kirsten Houston played the hero
with a free kick on the right side
that arched perfectly over the
goalie and into the back of the
net for a 4-4 tie.
Unfortunately, that's the way
the game would end as the Lady
Lakers season started.
But as second year head
coach Jeremy Stom confirmed,
it's always better than a loss.
"We actually changed our
format three days ago as opposed to what we practiced all
DONNIE PASCHALL/ Ledger & Times
summer long with Suzann&
University Heights Academy.
against
opener
season
the
the
during
Anderson
punts
ball
Calloway County midfielder Hannah
Grady being out so we're trying
to figure out where we need to
be in relation to the new format.
The girls competed really hard
and there's a few things we need
to adjust but these are still preseason games really until District 2 play starts," Stom said.
After scoring 13 goals in
2015, Murray State commit
Reagan Pittenger was stellar,
scoring the first two goals for
Calloway County as their senior
anchor.
Zoe Stom represented the
third goal scorer for the Lady
night.,,who at
Lakers On
ir potential and
times show
the rawness of
at others,sho
a team that is still adjusting defensively to the new formation
Stom applied.
Vying for early position, the
Lady Lakers had to resort to the
defensive line down the right
side.
Rebbie Balmer, Kaylee Fain
and Keeli Puckett did not disappoint. Neither did new sophoDONNIE PASCHALL/ Ledger & limes
in a win over Dawson Springs.
team
soccer
Tigers
see CALLOWAY, Page 10 Zach Flener takes the field for the first time as a member of the Murray High

PREP SPORTS ROUNDUP

shows the capability of being
molded the way Lily Lowe
was as a tall front line talent at
At first glance, the Murray Calloway County.
"Sophie is so coachable. At
High Lady Tigers volleyball
team didn't have the start to the beginning of the year, we
gave her video to watch. She
2016 that they had hoped for.
But dig a little deeper and didn't miss a beat as an eighth
it's evident that seventh year grader in her first game."
If nothing else was indicahead coach Clare Boggess got
of the Lady Tigers potenof
out
tive
wanted
exactly what she
her young but scrappy Lady tial, the third and final frame
Tiger bunch,despite losing to a showed everything they're
talented Caldwell County team capable of. They went up 4-1
in three sets (25-10, 25-11 and before Caldwell County pulled
25-15) on Monday night at away late. By the team chemisBob Rogers Auxiliary Gymna- try and the mood of the bench,
it was hard to tell the Lady Tisium in the season opener.
"They didn't give up. I'm gers were ever down two sets.
"I kept telling them not to
most proud because they did
wat give up. We had two eighth give up and not to lose that
graders (one that has never desire to win. If you're getting
played) and we've got people beat, are you going to sit there
digging the ball, taking care of and take it or are you going to
business. Am I happy we lost? do something about it?"
l'he Lady Tigers will conOf course not, but we're going
to get better and that's excit- tinue their three-game home
stand on Thursday against
ing," Boggess said.
Graves County at 7 p.m.
little
a
had
Tucker
"Sydny
bit of a lull as our setter but she
got back in and she did a good Tigers shut down Dawson
job. She has a good swing and
Wino on opening night
she passed well. Emily Kinsey
Abongo Adongo and Zech
played awesome as well in a
scored four goals a
Mathis
new role. She was our server
last year and served bullets as piece and the Murray High Tigers cruised on opening night
a ninth grader."
One of the more interest- at Dawson Springs with a 10-0
ing developments to watch shutout
Taking care of business earin the coming weeks will be
the growth of Graves County ly on,Kevin Koelsh and Caleb
transfer Sophie Galloway, who Rogers also chipped in one
is played her first volleyball
See ROUNDUP. Page 10A
match as an eighth grader and

MLB: ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 8, HOUSTON ASTROS 5

By BRYCE RUDO
Sports Reporter

AP Photo
Astros
Houston
off
run
St. Louis Cardinals' Jedd Gyorko (3) celebrates his three-run home
sixth
the
during
left,
Moss,
Brandon
and
(27)
Peralta
Jhonny
relief pitcher Pat Neshek with
inning of a baseball game, Tuesday, Aug. 16, 2016, in Houston.

Bats gets hot for the Cards
with an 8-5 win in Houston
By JOE BARRIS
The Associated Press
OUSTON — Tommy Pham
and Jedd Gyorko each hornered
to help the St. Louis Cardinals
beat the Houston Astros 8-5 on
Tuesday night.
The Cardinals roughed up
ace Dallas Keuchel (7-12) to
overcome a rocky outing from
starter Jaime Garcia (10-8).
Genie gave up five runs and
seven hits in five innings, including three home rigs,
The Astros droppecr ieir
thin in a row, and the Cardii

nals won their third straight on
the day they learned outfielder
Matt Holliday and reliever Seth
Maness are headed for the disabled list.
Holliday will have surgery
on his right thumb and could
miss the remainder of the regular season, while Maness will
have Tommy John surgery,likely sidelining him until 2018.
Seung Hwan Oh pitched
a scoreless ninth, striking out
three,for his 12th save.
Keuchel had his scannas
rough start in the last two
weeks. The reigning AL. Cy

Young Award winner allowed
six runs and six hits in five innings Tuesday after allowing
seven runs in five innings in
Detroit on July 31, matching
his season high for runs allowed.
Houston's Alex Bregman hit
his first major league home run
in the first in his 78th career atbat.
Houston erased a 2-0
first-inning deficit with Bregman's homer, a solo homer
from Mermen Gonzalez and an
)0 See CARDINALS, Page 10A

Four on the
floor for
Simone
Biles in Rio
The Associated Press
RIO DE JANEIRO — Simone Biles closed her Rio Games
with more gymnastics gold.
Usain Bolt breezed through
another sprint as he makes a run
at one final Olympic title in his
favorite race.
Bolt easily won a qualifying
race Tuesday in the 200 meters,
the first step in his bid for the
gold Thursday.
His prowess on the track is
the dominant story line of the final week of the Olympics, along
with Biles' resounding success
in gymnastics.
"I came out here to qualify," Bolt said, "and that's what
I did."
It was a wild ride Tuesday for
fans of the Brazil team.
Their women's soccer team
and top-ranked beach volleyball duo were eliminated from
the Olympics, but a lightweight
boxer gave the host nation a lift
with a stirring victory in his gold
medal bout.
Robson Conceicao whipped
the packed arena into a frenzy
with every jab as he claimed
the country's first gold medal in
boxing.
Biles won the floor exercise
Tuesday for her fourth gold of
the games — only the fourth
Olympic gymnast to do so.
"It's been a long journey,"
the 19-year-old Biles said. "I've
enjoyed every single moment of
it."
She added a bronze in the
balance beam Monday in what
marked the first day of a Summer Olympics since 2008 the
United States didn't win a gold
medal.
The U.S. had claimed gold on
every day of the 2012 and 2016
Olympics.
The drought proved brief.
Christian Taylor won gold in
the triple jump to start the day,
and teammate Will Claye came
in second — a familiar result for
the Americans.
Taylor and Claye finished 1-2
in triple jump in London as well.
It ended up being a pretty
eventful day for Claye.
Moments after earning his
silver, he bounded into the
stands, dropped to a knee and
proposed to his longtime girlfriend , hurdler Queen Harrison.
She said yes.
One day after a Brazilian
pulled off an upset to win the
men's pole vault Monday night,
the women's soccer team lost to
Sweden in a shootout.
The Brazil men are still alive,
however, and play a soccer
semifinal match against Honduras on Wednesday.
The Brazil-Sweden game
had the biggest crowd ever for a
women's national team match in
the country, and the fans roared
whenever Marta touched the
ball.
The charismatic forward has
been one of the world's top players for more than a decade, but
she has never won a major international tournament with her
national team.
"This loss won't take away
from all that we have done to get
here," Marta said."We have the
match for the bronze medal now
and we will fight until the end to
get that medal."
Rio Olympic officials in Brazil have one less trouble to worry about following robberies,
stray gunfire and a falling camera outside the basketball arena.
The Olympic diving pool,
its water turned a murky green
a week ago, reverted to its usual
blue Tuesday.
One off-the-field issue remains unresolved, however.
Police investigating reports
that American swimmer Ryan
Lochte and three teammates
were robbed at gunpoint so far
have found no evidence supporting the account.
Lochte insists he has been
upfront about what happened
Faith Kipyegon of Kenya also
won the
s 1,500 meters
MIN of
Ethiopia on Tuesday•
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AREA SCHEDULE
Misimeders Gems
GIRLS SOCCER
7 p.m.
Murray High at Henry Comity,Tenn
sew
Timer Bame
4 p.m.
Murray High at Graves County, Maylieid CountrY Clud
BOYS SOCCER
7 p.m.
Marshall County at Murray High,
Chnstian County at Calloway County
PREP VOLLEYBALL.
7 p.m.
Graves County at Murray High
County
at Callcrway County
Hickman

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
MLB
6 p.m.
AUTO RACING
6:30 am.
FS1 - NASCAR Camping World Truck Series,
UNOH 200, practice, at Bristol, Tenn.
9:30 SAL
FS1 - NASCAR Camping World Truck Series,
at Bristol, Tenn.
final
200,
pracbce,
UN011
146 p.m.
FS1 - /UiSC.AR Camping *odd Truck Series,
UNOH 200, qualifying, at Bristol, Tenn
7:30 p.m.
FS1 - IlASCAFI Camping World Truck Series,
LINDH 200, at Bristol, Tenn.
GOLF
2 p.m.
Amateur Championship,
U.S.
LtSGA,
FS1
Round 01 64 matches, at Bloomfield Hills, Mich,
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
2:30 p.m.
-Pittsburgh at San Francisco OR Washington at Colorado (3 p.m.)
6 p.m.
ESPN - Boston at Baltimore
RIO SUMMER OLYMPICS
5:30 am.
GOLF -Women's First round (ME)
7 a.m.
NBC:311 - CanneA
(BYak (LNE); Track & Field
(ME); Men's Soccer WiihnW (LNE); Cycling:
BMX Cluairtying: Men's Soccer Semifinal; Gymriasbcs Gala, Men's Basketball Quarterhnal
(ME); Women's Wrestling; Men's Boxing; Women's Boxing; Women's Beach Volleyball: Bronze
Medal (tVE); Men's Basketball: Quarterfinal
(LNE); Men's Table Tennis. learn Gold Medal Final; Taekwondo. Gold Medal Finals
8 a.m.
USA - Men's Badminton: Singles Quarterfi-

IN Calloway...
From Page 9A
more goalkeeper Hannah Dodd,
who stepped into the shoes of
Brittany Robertson and filled
them well with 10 saves(most of
them coming in crucial portions
of the second half).
"Hannah had a great preseason at team camp and she has
improved five-fold over where
she was last year and she did a
rood job last year for junior varsity but with Brittany Robertson
being the keeper we didn't have
to call on her," Stom added.
Pittenger got a look in the
fifth minute for the first shot of
the game and missed just left.
She would not make the same
mistake again.
Pittenger punched her first
goal of the season in the 1 1 th
minute down the left side pocket
fora 1-0 lead.
University Heights came
right back when Lilly Strader
responded seven minutes later

•Cardinals...
From Page 9A
RBI single from Jose Altuve.
The Cardinals evened the
score 4-4 in the fifth with Pham's
two-run homer and later extended the lead to 8-4. That's when
Gyorko homered off reliever Pat
Neshek for his 18th of the season.
Yadier Molina added two
RBIs for St. Louis despite going
0 for 4.
Jason Castro had a solo home
run for Houston in the sixth.

III Roundup...
From Page 9A

Oct • -.5:6415

St .t.•4•At•

nark Men's Baliatell: Quarterfinal(tNE); Women's VANN Polo: Semifinal (UVE); Mena Badanion: Singles Quarterfina Men's Basketball:
Quarter1ine4 (INE); Men's Table Tennis. Team
Bronze Medal; Tasinvondo
9am
NBC-Track & Field (EM); Equestrian: Team
Jumping Sold Medal Final (UVE), Gymnastics:
Gala; Men's Volleyball: Quarterfinal (UYE),
noe/Kayalc Women's Water Polo. Semifinal NYE)
*30 am.
TELE4UNO0 - News Recap; Men's Soccer
Semifinai; Track & Field, Boxing; Men's Soccer
Semifinal
10 a.m.
ustrec - Women's Heed Hockey Sentinel
(LNE); Women's Wresting Qualifying, Men's
Handball: Quarterfinal; Gymnastics: Gala (LIVE):
Man's Handball- Quarterfinal, Selling: Gold Medal
Finals
4 p.m.
CNBC - Men's Volleyball. Quarterfinal(UM,
Women's Field Hockey Semifinal
NBC UNNF_RSO - Volleyball; Basketball, Boxing
7 p.m.
NBC-Tracka Field Gold Medal Finals (tVE):
Women's Long Jump, Women's 200m. Women's
100m Hurdles; Women's Diving: Platform Qualifying; Women's Beach Volleyball Gold Medal
Final (LIVE)
11:36 sm.(Thursday)
Women's Beach Volleyball Medal Round
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
FS2-UEFA Charnpioro League, Playoff Leg 1,
Porto vs. AS Roma
FSN - UEFA Champions League, Playoff Leg
1,1/Mensal CF vs. AS Monaco
316 p.m.
ESPN2-Supercops de Espaha, Leg 2, Barcelona as. Sevilla at Barcelona, Spain
SOFTBALL
8 p.m.
ESPN2- Litte League Softball World Series,
championship, at Portland, Ore,
Thursday's Games
AUTO RACING
930 am.
FS1 - IUSCAR Camping World Truck Series,
UNOH 200, practice, at Bristol. Tenn.
1030 am.
FS1 - NASCAR Camping World Truck Series,
114011 200,final practice, at Bristol, Tenn.
445 p.m.
FS1 - NASCAFI Camping World Truck Series,
UNOH 200, qualifying. at Bristol, Tenn.
8:30 p.m.
(Si - NASCAR Camping World Truck Series,
UNOH 200, at Bristol, Tenn
GOLF

before Kayla Gallup took advantage of a confused defense
for two Lady Blazer goals in two
minutes for the 2-1 lead. Unfortunately, it wouldn't be the last
time that UHA would score in
the same fashion.
Pittenger's free kick tied the
game at 2-2 in the 23rd minute
before Stom's cross complimented the two-goal outburst for
a 3-2 Lady Laker lead (their last
lead) heading into the half.
Pittenger wouldn't score
again as she on more ball distribution in the second half,
something that Stom has almost
discouraged from Pittenger at
times.
"There are times that I want
Reagan to be more selfish at
times and rip a shot past a girl
one on one but I think she's just
trying to get the other girls involved. It's in her nature and we
spoke about it at halftime, wanting her to get more aggressive
when she's one on one," Stom
said.
Nearly 50 minutes passed
on the game clock in between

FS1 - USG& VS. Cans Campania,
Rousd o(64 machos, at flicameeld Mas, Mich.
MAJOR LEAfiUE BASEBALL
130 p.m.
MU)- Pittsburgh at San F11110100 OR iralsshington Cando(3 p.m.)
7 am.
ESPN - Boston at Mamoru
RIO SUMNER OLYMPICS
6:30 am.
GOLF - Women's First round 0-24)
6 a.m.
(ENE), Track L Field
IMCSN - Canoe/14
(tNE), Men's Soccer Swallow (tNE), Cycling.
BA0( Qualifying, Min's Soccer Semifinal; Gymmastics. Gala, Mena Basketba
(UVE), Women's Wresting; Mena Basins Women's Boxing, Women's Beech Valente* Bronze
Medal (ENE), Men's Basketball: Quarterlinel
(EM); Mena Tails Thas: Team Gold Medal Bra Taskwonclo. Gold MM.Fiats
9 am.
USA - Men's Badminton. Singles Quarterfinals, Mena Basketball: Qumbirfinai(UVE); Women's Water Polo: Semifinal (LNE); Men's Badmetton: Singes; Quarterfinal; Men's Basketball.
labia Tennis: Team
Quarterfinal (UVE);
Bronze Medal; Taekviondo
loam.
NBC- Track & Field (UVE), Equestrian. Team
; Gymnastics:
Jumping Gold Medal Final
Gala; Men's Volleybait Quarterlial (LhF); Ca(ENE)
Semifinal
Polo:
Water
Women's
noe/Kayak;
1030 am.
TELEMUNO0 - News Recap; Men's Soccer
Semifinal; Track & Field; Boxing; Men's Soccer
Semifinal
11 am.
MSNBC - Women's Field Hockey Semifinal
(LIVE); Women's Wresting. Qualifying; Men's
Handball Quarterfinal; Gymnastics: WIN (tNE);
Men's handball: Quarterfinal; Sailing: Gold Medal
Finals
5 p.m.
CNI3C - Men's Volleyball: Quarterfinal (LNE);
Women's Field Hooker Semifinal
NBC UNNERSO - Volleyball; Basketball; Boxing
8 p.m.
NBC-Track 6 Field Gold Medal Finals(tNE):
Women's Long Jump, Women's 200m, Women's
100m Hurdles; Women's Cining Platform Qualifying; Women's Beach Volleyball: Gold Medal
Final(LK)
12:35 a.m (Thursday)
Women's Beach Volleyball: Medal Round
SOCCER
230 p.m.
League, Playoff Leg 1,
Champions
FS2-UEFA
Porto vs. AS Roma
FSN - UEFA Champions League, Playoff Leg
1,Villarreal CF vs. AS Monaco
4:55 p.m.
ESPN2-Supercopa de Espafia. Leg 2, BarceSpain
Barcelona
at
Sevilla,
vs.
lona
SOFTBALL
9 p.m
ESPN2- Little League Softball World Series,
championship, at Portland, Ore.

PRO BASEBALL
Toronto
Baltimore
Boston
New York
Tampa Bay

AA1ERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
I.
%V
51
67
51
66
52
64
57
60
69
47

Pct
568
.564
.552
.513
.405

GB
SS
2
6%
19

Stom's score and the next goal
of the game, mainly due to
Dodd's stellar saves and missed
Lady Blazer opportunities.
Dave swiped away shots in
the 54th, 58th and 61st minute
(all two-feet from the box) while.
UHA missed on a few solid set
piece looks, but they made up
for it and then some with another
two goals in two minutes display.
Cailey Burman tied the game at
3-3 in the 73rd before the Lady
Blazers took the 4-3 lead in the
75th minute. That's when Houston's magic happened.
"We were pressing everybody in the box and she hit it
right over the keepers head. It
was crazy, but we'll take it. It
was an awesome shoe," Stom
said.
With 30 seconds to go, Houston's free kick ascended like a
rainbow into the net as Calloway County salvaged its first tie
since the 2013 season.
The Lady Lakers (0-0-1) will
have a nine-day hiatus as they
host Marshall County August 25
at 7 p.m.•

Altuve singled in the ninth for dinals recalled RHP Sam Tuivahis 1,000th career hit, becoming ilala from Triple-A Memphis.
the fastest player in franchise
UP NEXT
history to reach the milestone,
Cardinals: Carlos Martinez
doing it in 786 games.
Cesar Cedeno previously (10-7, 3.34) will try to get his
held the record, reaching 1,000 first win in four starts. He has
hits in 889 games, one game a 7.36 ERA across his first two
Augu§t starts after entering the
faster than Jeff Bagwell.
month with a 2.99 ERA on the
season.
TRAINING ROOM
Astros: Doug Fister (11-7,
Cardinals: Holliday will
have surgery Wednesday on his 3.61) looks to replicate earlier
right thumb. Holliday was hit success against St. Louis. He alby a pitch against the Cubs last lowed five hits and two runs in 7
Thursday and could be sidelined 1/3 innings against the Cardinals
through September. ... The Car- on June 14, earning the win. IN

gra

Cieveland
Dein*
Kansas City
Chicago
Minnesota
Taxa
Sesta
Housion
Oaken°
Los Angeles

Ceara Divielee
W
L
67
49
54
83
57
BO
61
56
47
71
Fleet Illaden
I
W
50
IN
54
62
57
61
66
52
68
49

Pd MI
.583
5
.538
11
.487
12
.479
.396 2114
Pot GS
.580 .534 594
517 734
441 1610/
19
419

Menders Rama
Boman 3, Clasiend 2
N.Y. Yankees 1, Toronto 0
Kansas(aly 3, Dena 1
Tampa Bay 0,5.5 Dago 2
Texas 5, Wand 2
Settle at LA. Angola, late
feeeday's flemslts
Baden 5, Baltimore 3
Toronto 12, N.Y. Yankees 6
Cleveland 3, Chicago Mate Scu
Kansas CIT/ 8, Detroit 1
Minnesota 4,Atlanta 2
1
nii01,0
Tampa Bay 15, Son Dier
Texas 5,Oiedend 4,10
St Louis $, Houston 5
Seattle at LA Angels, late
Games
Toronto (Hap 16-3) at N.Y. Yankees (Sabathla
7-9), 1:06 p.m.
San Diego (Friedrich 4-6) at Tampa Bay (Archer
6-16), 1:10 p.m.
St LD145 (M11(11042 10-7) at Houston flirter 1121, 2:10 p.m.
Boston (Pdce 10-8) at Baltimore (Taman 15-4),
7:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Renaud° 1-1) et Cleveland
(Cerium 8-6), 7:10 p.m.
Kansa City (Ventura 6-9) at Detroit (Sanchez
6-12), 7:10 p.m.
Minnesota Pawn 4-7) at Atlanta (Fortynewlez
8-5), 7:10 p.m.
Oaidand (Marna 4-7) at Taw (Dervish 3-3),
8:05 p.m.
Seattle (Martin 1-2) at Lk Angels (Skaggs 1-1),
10705 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pet GB
69
47 .505 Washington
56
.521 (114
61
Miami
58 .504 10%
59
New York
63
.471 1494
56
Phliarleipnia
74 .373
44
26
Atlanta
Central Dinshon
I
Pet GB
W
73
43 .629 Chicago
12
62
56 .525
St Louis
56 .513 13%
59
Pittsburgh
21
64 .446
52
Milwaukee
.414
25
68
48
Cincinnati
West Division
Pet GB
W
I
51
.564 66
San Francisco
1
52 .556
Los Angeles
65
62 .475 10W
56
Colorado
16
.427
67
50
San Diego
18
69 .410
48
Arizona
Monday's Results
Miami 6, Cincinnati 3
Tampa Bay 8, San Diego 2
Washington at Colorado, late
N.Y. Metz at Anions, late
Pittsburgh at San Francisco, ale
Tuesday's Results
Chicago Cubs 4, Milwaukee 0, 1st game

=2.,15.1,55.0w-5

6, Miami 3
iltnnesota 4, Agents 2
15, San Diego 1
Bay
Tampa
Campo Cubs 4,lianaukas 1, 2n0 gone
Si. LOWS 8, Houston 5
at °abrade.Me
Miffa.WM
Fltlaborgli at San Ftenolsok lab
Ibises Amen
Son Diego (Madrid) 4-8) at Tampa Bay Archer
8-16), 1 10 p.m.
St LOUIS (Martinez 10-7) at Hooke War it'
7), 2:10 p.m
Westengton (Strasburg 15-3) al Colorado (Gray
8-6), 3,10 p.m
Pinsturgn boa 9-8) it San Francisco (Can
4-7). 145 p.m.
LA Dodgers (Kama! 94) at Phitadelphia
1-1), 7:06 p.m.
es/net 4-0 it(lame° (Nailee 2-1),
itm
7:10 p.m.
almesota (Gibson 4-7) at Alerts (Fattynewia
8-5), 7.10 p.m.
lahmulies (Nelson 6-12) at Chicago Cubs (Lester 12-4), A-06 p.m.
NY Mete (Mese 8-6) at Arizona (Godley 3-2),
9.40 p.m

mn

=

SUMMER OLYMPICS
MEDALS MU
Throe.Idedneeday
181 al 308 Mal medal vane
G S
Saban
28 21
United Status
15 13
China
1518
Britain
9 11
Russia
7 4
Japan
7 8
France
6 7
Australia
7 8
Italy
8 5
Gemany
6 3
South Korea
2 2
Canada
5 3
Hungary
4 2
Netherland,
2 6
New Zealand
2 2
Kazaidistan
1 5
South Africa
1 3
Denmark
1 4
Sweden
1
North Korea
1
Brazil
1 0
Republic
Czech
3 0
Spain
2 1
Switzerland
1 1
Cuba
1 0
Uzbekistan
2 2
Colombia
2 1
Beloium
2 1
Thailand
1 2
Bennis
1 1
Poland
1 1
Romania
1 0
Ethiopia
0 3
Ukraine
2 1
Croatia
2 0
Iran
2 0
Jamaica
1 2
Kenya
1 1
Slovenia
1 0
Taiwan
0 1
Lithuania
0 0
Norway
1 1
Argentina
1 1
Slovalua
1 1
Vietnam
1 Cl
Greece
1 0
Independent
0 2
Azerbeilian
0 2
Indonesia

ITOh
22 6E1
17 45
738
10 30
15 26
722
922
6 21
4 17
5 14
9 13
4 12
3 9
0 8
4 8
1 7
3 7
1 6
3
5
2
2
3
4
0
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
0
1
1
0
1
2
2
3
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

6
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

George
/googol@
Erin
bran
FM
Kosovo
Puerto Rico
Grenade
Inland
Malawi/
PhIppines
Amboy
Venezuela
Estonia
KYTIVAIMm

tt

gl

PRO FOOTBALL
MR.PRESEASON
AMERICAN COMMENCE
East
Pet
W ET
1 0 0 1.000
Memi
1 0 0 1.000
N.Y Jets
1 0 0 1 000
New Engiand
0 1 0 000
Buffalo
talk
Pet
W L T
1 0 0 1.000
Banknote
0 1 0 .000
Demand
0 1 0 .003
Pittsburgh
0 1 0 .000
Cincinnati
Seale
Pet
W IT
1 0 0 1.000
Tennessee
1 0 0 1.000
Houston
1 0 0 1.000
Indianapoks
0 1 0 .000
Jacksonville
West
Pet
W ET
1 0 0 1.000
Denier
1 0 0 1.000
°Wand
0 1 0 .000
Kansas City
0 1 0 .000
San Diego
NATIONAL COMMENCE
Eat
Pet
W L T
1 0 0 1.000
Philadelphia
.000
0
1
0
Giants
N.Y.
0 1 0 .000
Washington
0 1 0 .000
Dallas
/lora
Pet
W IT
1 0 0 1.000
Minnesota
1 0 0 1.000
Detroit
1 0 0 1.003
Green Bay
0 1 0 000
Chicago
South
Pei
W IT
1 0 0 1.000
Atlanta
0 1 0 .000
Tampa Bay
0 1 0 .000
New Orieans
0 1 0 .000
Carolina
West
Pct
W IT
1 0 0 1.000
WS Angeles
1 0 0 1.000
Seattle
Cl 1 0 .000
San Francisco
0 1 0 .000
Arizona
VAEEK 1
Thursday's Results
Atlanta 23, Washington 17
Philadelphia 17,Tampa Bay 9
Baltimore 22, Carolina 19
N.Y. Jets 17, Jacksomae 13
New England 34, New Orleans 22
Denver 22, Chicago 0
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10
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10
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$10.00
.411
$3.35
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MURRAY ALL-STARS YOUTH BASEBALL

Put another medal on them

Submitted Photo
The Murray Pinto All-Stars came home with the championship of the Madux Copeland Memorial baseball tournament played in Eddyville, Kentucky. The tournament was in memory
of a Caldwell County player who recently passed away from a biking accident earlier this
summer. Along with competing in the tournament, the Murray All-Stars took up donations
to give to the family. This marks the second championship of the summer for the team.
Team members include (front row from left): Kaden Starks, Triston Dennis, Caleb Dudley,
Colin Winters, Brodie Morris, Jackson Ames, and Jack Paul. (Second row from left) lziah
Cruz, Maddox Mitchell, Thomas Renick, Eli Whitaker, Kellen Crouch, Connor Pile, and Trent
Jones. (Back row from left) Coach Matthew Dennis, Coach Buzz Paul, Chad Copeland
(father of Madux), David Copeland (grandfather of Madux), Coach Chris Jones, and Coach
Scott Pile.
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MORGAN
TREVATHAN
& GUNN

INSURANCE

goal each, while Koelsh added
three assists to his stat line on
the evening.
Tommy Speed was hardly
challenged in the box as Dawson Springs only put up two
shots. Even Nick Bokeno and
Cole Foster were unavailable
after shoot around injuries, but
the Tigers proved just how versatile they can be offensively
with 34 shots in 65 minutes.
"We're doing point systems
and there was 25 different times
In which we connected five or
snore passes in one possession.
Zach Flener played unselfish
with an assist and really gives
us a lot of depth going forward,"
head coach Martin Son said.
"A ton of guys have potential
to put the ball in the back of the
net."
Now, all the focus shifts to
the real season opener when the
Tigers host Marshall County
Thursday at 7 p.m.
We feel good about Thurs(lay night." Son added. III

Morgan, Trevathan, & Gunn, Inc., an established insurance
agency with multiple locations, is seeking professional and
bright applicants for the following positions
OFFICE MANAGER/EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Responsible for the daily management of the office, and
Corporate records and files, as well as office correspondence
And projects for the Board of Directors. Must
have exceptional communication and organizational
skills to coordinate office operations and
procedures. Bachelors's degree in Business or Management
experience is required.

Check

COMMERCIAL LINES ACCOUNT MANAGER
Responsible for servicing our clients accounts. A Property
and Casualty License for the State of KY is required, along
with a minimum of 5 years of Commercial Insurance
experience.

Name
Address
City
State

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT
This position may consist of, but not limited to, accounts
receivable, accounts payable, various taxes and payroll.
Bachelor's degree in Accounting or at least five years of
experience in the Accounting field required.
Benefits include 401K Plan, Health, Disability, Life Insurance,
personal and vacation time.
Send resume' to
MTG
Attn Office Manager
PO Box 487
,i5
Benton KY 4202

Daytime

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 270-753-2571
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Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
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$10.00Coloam lack 60% Discount
60_% Discount 3rd Rua.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)
LIN.11$8.25 First Day.20 words or less Over IA words 530 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter
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To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916
email
claasifiedemturayledgetcom

- or slop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927
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1X2 AD
BOGO 1/2
OFF
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CALL NICKI
270-753-1916
(ad size)

BOGO
1/2
OFF
ad size
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Subscribe today

peland

Mein memory
earlier this

to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out

r donations
r the team.
leb Dudley,
n left) Iziah
and Trent
I Copeland
and Coach

the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.corn!

Local Delivery
$39.00

3 mo.
6 mo.

$65.00

12 mo.

$119.00

Rest of KY

!42

3 mo.

$85.00

6 mo.

$110.00

12 mo.

$160.00

Check Money Order Visa

M/C

Name
Address_
City

ng at

9900

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916

LEDGER MIMES

All applications must be submitted online to be
considered and applications must be submitted by
the Dead Line Date August 19, 9016.
Administrative Office of the Courts
Human Resou.roe Department
1001 Varadalay Drive
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
EOE

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
050
Lad and Found
ORANGE/WHITE
Neutered male cat
(on meds) on
Oxford Dr. continues
missing since Aug.
1, during
storm/thunder.
Now probably
scared/disoriented,
and won't meow.
Could be in garage,
under a house,
under bushes, or
anywhere. If you
know of his
whereabouts,
Please don't try to
catch him. Call 270753-0273.
Reward Offered
060
Hsip Wanted
Part time worker. Apply
in person at Christian
Childcare Center, 810
Whitnell Street.
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
trainee program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit program include 401k and
vacations. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
''help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
EMPLOYEES Needed.
Productions Solutions
Inc. is looking to hire
more assembly
operators. We are a
subassembly and life
manufacturing
business. Looking for
full-time
employees
Monday-Friday 7-3:30.
Come fill out application and introduce
yourself
to
Reid
Mcdaniel.
Located at 2939 State
Route 94 E. Murray KY.
EQUIPMENT operator
with CDL class A
Licence- Excavator,
Skid steer, dozer, tractor experience
Labor- with driver
licence. CDL a Plus.
specialize
We
in
Septic System installation, repair, pumping
general
and
Excavating. Related
work experience a
plus. Contact 270-9780343. Pay base on
experience.

060

The Administrative Office of the Courts,
Department of Department of Family and Juvenile
Services, has one ii Full'rime Court
Designated Worker - FtsId Starr position
serving Western Kentucky. Please visit our welante
for more information at www.Courtshy.gov

Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported
mmediately so
corrections can be
made

State
Daytime Phone

060

I '. it- 1

lirk

The library is accepting applications for a
Part-Time Clerk/Shelver. The position begins at
minimum wage, and includes night and
weekend shifts, year-round. Summer availability
is required. Job duties include shelving and
maintenance of materials in Dewey order, and
assisting patrons at the circulation desk.
Applications are available at the library and
must be filled out in person.

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY
BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

EXPERIENCED
Painters Wanted, for
appointment
Call
McCallum
Custom
Painting 270-978-0995
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
JCPENNY
Immediate openings
available for, sales
associates, and
operations team.
Early momings, and
daytime positions
270-759-1400
LABORERS Needed.
Must be experienced in
mowing and lawn
maintenance.
Call 270-214-1235.
NOW Hiring!!!
House Keeping
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N. Murray Ky.
ROBBIE to the Rescue
is now hiring an
experienced plumber.
CDL is a plus. Also
hiring Plumbers Helper.
Some experienced preferred. Great pay and
benefit package
available.
Apply at 10610 Hwy. 79
North Springfield, TN.

320
*numb For Rent

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 270-759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
-0-753-9224 NICK foccLuiii.
Thank you for your htisine,$)

PRE-PLANNING

Nitstl`s

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
Matthew knee,

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

lisc Pre-Arransernesrt

Funeral Director
irf

Spec,ahst &

It you are reading this,
so are your
potential customers!

r

4.6 sato.
ItV 43.111/ I

.5. hflI
vr. • 111

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

Calloway County Public Library
710 Main Street, Murray KY
Application close date is 6 pm on
Friday, August 26, 2016.

-'4‘,1P SEPTIC CLEANING OF l',11.0-0-;,v

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916
E3
Apattnitas For Rent

Houses For Rant

1 BD, 1 BTH
NEAR
MSU.
PET POSSIBLE.
WALL
HT/AC, ONLY
$275
PLUS
$ 2 5 / P P
WATER.
N.
16TH.
270753-9898

A&F Warehousing
1 BD 1 BTH, House For Rent 3B
near MSU. Centre
Near MSU $20-50
NEAR HOSPI- heat, air, gas
753-7668
TAL, REMOD- $800/month.
G&C
1008 Main Street
ELED, HARD- Murray.
STORAGE and
PROPANE
WOOD 270-227-2012 270226-5888.
19 E MAIN ST
FLOORS, W/D,
( 270)753-6266
NEW PAINT,
CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
INCLUDES
APARTMENTS
WATER,
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
INTERNET,
270-753-6556
CABLE
J&L RENTALS .
1505 Dulguld Or.
1 BD 1 BTH, ELECTRIC.
MINI-STORAGE
New CIima te
Controlled
REMODELED,
720 S. 4TH ST.
ONLY
Storage Units Now
Corner of 121 S &GleniIe
Available!
4
NEW DECOR, $ 6 5 0 . 0 0 .
G1 °Pc:,r,a1 °-47;
10x10's &10x15's
Coll 270-753-9999
ALL
APPLI(270) 293-6907
GREAT Neighborhood
ANCES, W/D, OPLAR
Visit us online at
38r 2Ba $785 rent
PREMIER
SBGprcverty cc.m
$785 deposit.
FREE INTER- STREET. 270MINISTORAGE
or
1800 Valley Drive Apt.
www murraykyrentals corn •Inside climate control
NET,
ONLY 752-0729
B.
storage
270-753-8242. Call or $ 3 7 5
.
*Security alarmed
Text.
*Safe & clean
DIUGUID DR. 2 BD 1 BTH,
-We sell boxes!
2BR, 2 full bath
270-753-9898
-We rent U-Hauls.
REMODELED,
duplex, all appliances ,
RGL Storage, LLC
753-9600.
PET POSSIwasher & dryer, cable
840 S. 4th St.8
Selling
your
& water are furnished.
STUDIO BLE,
Sunbury Circle
NEW
Want to Buy
motorcycle or ATV'
$700/month. 104 Park
Multiple sizes,
APARTMENT, PAINT
St.270-753-2225.
lighting in every unit,
Call us, we'll be
lighting,
security
1 BTH, PET FLOORS,
Cash paid for good, i
glad to help.
newly remodeled
1 OR 2br apts near
used guns
270-761-7557
POSSIBLE
Murray Ledger &t
,
NICE,
W/D,
downtown
Murray.
H&H Guns I Lease and deposit NEW FLOORS CENTRAL H/A.
required.
270-753PAINT, INCLUDES
inside
KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
4109.
Bensons Sporting I
ELECTRIC
WATER, ----• 1850 State Route 121South
Goods
38R 2BA, Duplex wtih
FIREPLACE
,
519 S. 12M, St. I
Murray, KY 42071
ELECTRIC
,
bonus room within city
Murray
270.753.5562
NEXT
limits. Water and trash
TO
CABLE
270-753-1342
Located at Key Auto Parts
included. $900. 270ej,
MSU, ONLY INTERNET.
.§
293-5423
I UNIT PRICE SECt1HIT
UNIT SIZE
160
$275. MILLER ONLY
$750
Nam Furnishings
For Rent 2BR, 2BA
5X10..$20.00
STREET. 270- BLOCK
10X20..$45.00
OF
Apt, Located Gamble
10X30..$60.00
10X10..$30.00
753-9898
PILLOW Top Mattress Ct. North. No Pets No
SYCAMORE.
Smoking.
10X24..$50.00
270-84110X15..$35.00
sets. New in Plastic.
270-752-0729
5653
10X12..$22.50
Queen $195.00
Deposit Required ;
4 BD 2 BTH,
Full $185.00
Great Subdivision 4Br
King $385.00
ALL
APPLI- 2 BD 1.5 BTH
3Ba $1060 rent $1060
270-293-4121
ANCES,
W/D, EXECUTIVE
Deposit. 1802 Valley
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Drive Apt. A. 270-753Take home today!
CENTRAL H/A, TOWN HOME,
8242. Call or Text.
FREE INTER- ALL
APPLI2BR 1.5ba $500 Rent.
NET,
ONLY
ANCES,
CENNo pets. 906 C
.
0
5
Southwood.
8
270-293$
TRAL
H/A,
Nice 2BR mobile home
For all your storage convenience
5423.
t
No Pets 270-752-8556
DIUGUID DR. DECK, STORCHOOSE
OUR
FROM
4
LOCATIONS:
270-753-9898
Large 1BR Apt. Close
AGE ROOM,
•Murray Store & Led • 1611 N. 12th St.
to campus. NO pets.
LARGE
CLOS•MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th
$310 plus deposit
2
light Electricity, and 14/7 Surmilance
1
BD
BTH,
270-556-7928
ETS,
W/D,
2BR, 1BA duplex
Furnished
270-753REMODELED, PANTRY. 'Garland Postal Best & MLsi-Stersgs• Hwy.94
2 BD 1 BTH,
0259
Climate aintrol
VERY NEAR NEW DECOR, INCLUDES LET CARIANDT4i.
University Haight*
ALL
APPLI- WATER,
1900 A N. 12th 51. • P.O. Rot 65 Murray. KY 42071
MSU, REMODApartments is now
ANCES,
W/D, ELECTRIC,
Office 270 753 7905 • Fax 270 753 9505
accepting applications ELED,
NEW
titindrentals "qmartioni
for 1BR Rental
CENTRAL H/A, CABLE, AND
Assisted Apartments DECOR, ALL
FREE INTER- INTERNET
M-W-F, 8-2:30
APPLIANCES,
1734 Campbell St.
NET,
ONLY $ 8 9 5 / M 0
W/D,
CEN270-759-2282 or
$500/M0 OR CHESTNUT
270-395-7325
TRAL
H/A.
Hearing Impaired only
WITH STREET. 270$550
INCLUDES
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
WATER, ONE MONTH 752-0729
Equal Housing
FREE RENT.
INTERNET,
&Opportunity.
4/7Surveillance•
DIUGUID DR.
am For!Mat
CABLE,
&
ELECTRIC. 270-753-9898
1308
Poplar
St
28R Duplexes
Beautiful, immaculate
ONLY $895.
Townhouses
48R, 1.5BA, all appli
MAIN
hardwood
Available NOW
ances.
starting at
floors. NO pets. $1000
STREET. 270month, Deposits/lease
S400/morith
752-0729
Coleman Real Estate
required
1-502-262- DOG Obedience
HOURS

MON-FRI

8 00-4 00
SATURDAY

800-t2 00

TOD 1-1100-646-1633 si063
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AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auctton
Benton, KY
270-705-41159

Honsing Ad Norm
Al reel estate advertised beim
subject to the Federal Fes
Act, which swan
Alegi advertise any psalm
ence. Mambos or dimmer
Soo band on racw coke, religion. sr. hea:hcati, hada ribs or national origin. or sant
son to mar any itch peelerlaces andante or crasser
laws lotted discrimination
an the tali rental is advertising
reel erre bred on factors in
tion to those protected
soder federal law
We will knowingly accept any
adwertaing for mai estate winch
rapt ii notaticm of tiw taw AS
de herby informed
Ct718chisdings siren:sof an
arid* cm an equal appalssly bait
For hardier asittace with Fair
Housing Adverting requinswots, costae NAA Counsel
lent P. Wank(703)64S-1006

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

411111110'
Galltrnora Etesc-teicai Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
ilaselai/Camentaneedsodal
lams C.lailimen

(270) 759-0890
Mayn't's
concrete

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small
WWWkIllieleCt11, iin

For Sale Doublewide 1
acre corner lot. Cherry
Comer-Pottertown Rd.
$19,000 or best offer.
Accepting offers until
August 31st. Winning
id will be awarded
September 1st. 270293-8823.

AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or commencial building available
4/days week. 25yrs
Expehence at moping,
vaccuming. With references. Lisa 270-9708762

New 2-4
_
, Bedroom homes in

Riverfield Eqr2tr
.8BG Real Property
Professionals
- 270-293-7872
•
LIVE IN TN

Gratirl-Du.
TONY

i.Driveways
•Patios
•Stamping
•Garages
*Dirt Work
•Ltc. & Ins.
Jeff fafeere
031-21119-0233

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Derr-aged Roos
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeing & Plumbing

270-293-4256

(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Alt Yoe. seek

nwtellstion
•Moir
Diet, eras&
Whets as.
A Aisech

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

Your church sign will be the
feature on the Church Directory
page. Please mail or drop-off a
hard copy photo or email it to
m10-emurrayledger.com.
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4 .1
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•PRESSUR1 W4SII/41C

R /T
Lawn Service

*LAWN CARE

Free Estimates

Morris Family
Farms

•Commewczin
-IV

II

Cownser Scorr
220-.928-7/5?

" For ALL your
Gravel Hauling
Needs"

270-293-5949
Lie & Ins

Over 28 Years
Experience

'Handyman Services
270-293-3108
Ask for Jesse

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

•Yard Work
•Pressure Washing

270-227-3513
Ask for Mike

*Gutter Cleaning

Gary 270-227-0420

WN SERV!
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING

Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

Ask about our
Male/ ad
soeclals
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

ALSAggiestlisalltdathe

30 words or less....i
weekly & special pickups
ly owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

,(270)

293-4020
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BACKFIELD
BLITZ
BOMB
BOWL
CARRY
CHECK
COVER
DEFENSE

DOWN
DRAFT
ENCROACHMENT
END ZONE
FIELD
FLAG
FRANCHISE
FULLBACK
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A
0
4 Clarinet
STAT
D READ
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A
part
opposite
Yesterday's answer
0
13 Heart, for 5 Angled
V
28 Treeless
17"Hurry
0
Pipe
one
plain
up!"
6 Bakery
14 Tater
A
Deep
29
the
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buy
20
0
0
15 Turn
A
V
sleeps
season ..."
7 Painter
16 Wire
30 Ouzo
Degas
21 Use a
measure
flavor
chair
Rodeo
8
0
17 Add up
A
A
A
Aspect
Illinois
31
rope
24
18 Bright
B V
35 Prayer
city
9 Bucks
beam
finish
of
Sign
Hotel
25
RECEIVER
MIDFIELD
GOAL
19 Paints like 11
RUSH
NFL
GUARD
"Nonerror
36
door
Pollock
SAFETY
OFFENSTVE
HOLDING
sense!"
posting
27 German
STADIUM
OFFSIDE
HUDDLE
22 PennsylTACKLE
OVERTIME
Spare
INTERCEPTION
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23 Staff
WIDEOUT
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THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1-8! Send $4.75 (check/
Sudoku is a rturnber-plac.ing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
Speaks
m.o.) for each book to 628 Virginia Dr., Orlando, FL 32803
26
to
1
several given numbers. The object a to piece the numbers
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
explo3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficutty level
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
sively in
anger
By Dave Green
29 Beanie or
beret
32 Early hour
Answer to previous puzzle
33 Manx, for
6 34 8 1 7 9 5 2
one
89756243 1
34 Available
52 1 349 768
36 Infield
1 63728 549
28
corner
48 5 1 9 3 6,2,7
37 Home
9724568 1 3
of the
31 6985 274
Marlins
24867 1 395
4
38 Stood
75 9 2 3 4_1 8 6
39 Useful
skill
40 Seize by
force
8,17

FOOTBALL WORD SEARCH
Weddings

BOGO 1/2
oFF 3x3 ad

day- $11, 2

days-$16, 3 days-'$20
1 day- $18, 2 days$28, 3 days-$35

31- 70 words

GAME CENTER

Let us help
you
Celebrate

4'

r)

1001 Whitnell Ave.• PO Box 1040 • Murray, KY • 270-753-1916
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REE ESTIMA

Call
Murray
Ledger
Times!

4

;
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You grow it,
We will mow it!

5093.

eabies
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•RtsvalwriAre

This spacious 3bed 2
bath brick home on
State Line Road in
Puryear is just minutes
from Murray and has
an almost 5000 sq. ft.
outbuilding. Priced in
the S1705. MLSS
115684. Call Rusty
today at Moody Realty
410 Tyson Ave. Paris,
TN 38242. (800)642-

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

as

WI Do Insurance Work
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WOW Back
Tea years ago
Betty Lowry is shown receiving
a certificate and roses from Barbara Brandon in celebration of her
40th anniversary as president of the
Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs.
Murray High School students
chosen as Governor's Scholars in
academic or scholars in the arts
were honored during a meeting of
the Murray Independent Board of
Education. Pictured are honorees
and alternates which include Logan
Pierce, Emily Yancey, Wes Bolin,
Brad Black, Elizabeth Powell, Sarah Kukyendall, Matt Jordan, Sarah
Hines and Colleen McCoy.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young of
Dexter will be honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary on Aug. 26.
Murray High sophomore Rachel
Bowman is shown preparing to
serve the ball over the net as senior
Katy Garrison looks on during Murray High's two-set win in volleyball
over Mayfield at Tiger Gymnasium.
Murray High sophomore midfielder Bobby Puckett is pictured making
contact with the ball near midfield
during the Tigers' 4-1 loss to visiting Madisonville-North Hopkins at
the Mallary France Soccer Complex .
Twenty years ago
Pictured is Bailey Gore as he begins his memorable sprint during
the Racer football team's timing in
the 40-yard dash at Cutchin Field.
Gore,a former MSU football player
and coach, died Friday at the age of
68.
Area tobacco farmers were invited to a tour of the Larry Tucker
crop outside Coldwater. The event
was hosted by the US. Tobacco
Company. County extension agent
Jay Stone welcomed the group and
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association manager Will Ed
Clark is shown talking with area
farmer Glenn Crawford.
Murray High's Mary Kay Howard
is shown working against two St.
Mary players for control of the ball
in a recent soccer match. Howard
scored two goals as Murray opened
the season with a 4-2 win.

Man in relationship wants more
than sleeping on floor

DEAR ABBY: 1 am a 40-year- you have been seeing this lady, but
DEAR DOCTOR K:I'm in my
old man, divorced with teenage I think it's tune you discussed your early ON. I was recendy put
on a
chddren, and have been exclu- feelings with her again,find out ex- new type of medication for'Pipe
2
sively dating a woman who has a actly why your sexual relationship diabetes. &DM then,I've felt light4-year-old daughter. There have hasn't gone from
theory to prac- headed a few times and have also
been no clashes between our chil- uce, and take your
cue from there. fallen twice. Could my blood sugar
dren
be dropping
We have
low?
too
DEAR ABBY: I'm 37 and have
yet to have
What should
been married for eight years. I love
4a,
sex. When
I do?
I'm over at my husband, but I'm not "in love"
DEAR
her place. I with him. In my younger years I
READER:
gave
my
heart
to
another
woman.
sleep on the
Yes,
your
Since then, I have masked my
living room
blood sugfloor either true feelings, but I can't do it anyar could be
On an in- more. I'm still in love with "Loretdropping too
flatable
air ta," and I want to be with her. But
low.
That
mattress (her now I have many responsibilities
Dear Abby
Komaroff could make
idea) or in a -- husband,kids,etc.
a person feel
by
sleeping bag
I have told my husband about
by
lightheaded
Abigail
(my response my feelings, but he seems to think
Dr. Anthony
and increase
when I just this is something I'll get over. I
Van Buren
their
risk
Komaroff
couldn't take was 17 when Loretta and I started
of
falling.
the air mat- our relationship. We still love each
If you're in
tress any longer). Either way,I feel
other very much. I don't want to your early 80s, you may be at extra
like I'm left to sleep on a dog bed
hurt him,so what do I do? -- FOL- risk, because people at that age of— not great for my self-esteem, as
LOWING
MY HEART IN ALA- ten have multiple chronic medical
you can imagine.
conditions.
BAMA
My girlfriend uses her daughter
It's impossible for the doctor to
DEAR
FOLLOWING:
What
as the reason, suggesting that the
predict exactly how an individual
girl just wouldn't understand me you do is tell your husband that will respond to a new medicine.
sleeping in Mommy's bed. I don't you thought you might be able to It may be that this new medicine
personally see it as being a big is- get over your love for Loretta, but is having a stronger effect in you
sue for her daughter, given how that you haven't. Do not expect than it does in most people. So
long we have been together. We him to take the news lightly be- you should absolutely contact your
have discussed the subject,and she cause he has good reason to be up- doctor.
makes reference to perhaps plan- set. But he needs to know that none
There's something else for you,
ning some sort of rendezvous, but of this is his fault.
and your doctor, to consider. For
it never seems to go from theory to
If he has trouble accepting and many years,the goal in treating dipractice.
understanding this, suggest he con- abetes has been to get blood sugar
There are no religious issues tact the Straight Spouse Network as low as possible.The stronger the
here. My girlfriend did have a pro- (straightspouse.org)
for the sup- medicine, or the stronger the dose,
miscuous and troubled past as a port it offers
to the heterosexual the more likely it is that the sugar
young adult,so I'm sensitive to the
may go too low.
partners of LGBT
issue. But this is driving me nuts.
New studies in recent years chalAny suggestions would be apprelenge the value of trying to push
For
everything
you
need
to
ciated. — ON HOLD IN NEW
know about wedding planning, blood sugar as low as possible,
YORK
particularly in older people with
DEAR ON HOLD:People usu- order "How to Have a Lovely the most common type of diabetes,
Wedding."
Send
your
name
and
ally find the time to do the things
-Pipe 2. The studies find less benethey want to do. Your girlfriend nailing address, plus check or fit from having blood sugars as low
may be holding out for marriage, money order for $7 (U.S. funds) as possible in older people. Why?
not have a strong sex drive, or not to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet, Because health benefits from tight
be as attracted to you as you are to P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL control come many years later.
her.
61054-0447. (Shipping and hanIn contrast, the dangers from
You didn't mention how long dling are included in the price.)
blood sugar dropping too low

days of pounding.
In 1915, a mob in Cobb County,
Georgia, lynched Jewish businessman Leo Frank, 31, whose death
sentence for the murder of 13-yearold Mary Phagan had been commuted to life imprisonment.(Frank,
who'd maintained his innocence,
was pardoned by the state of Georgia in 1986.)
In 1945,The George Orwell novel "Animal Farm," an allegorical
satire of Soviet Communism, was
first published in London by Martin
Seeker & Warburg.

In 1962, East German border
guards shot and killed 18-year-old
Peter Fechter, who had attempted to
cross the Berlin Wall into the western sector.
In 1969, Hurricane Camille
slammed into the Mississippi coast
as a Category 5 storm that was
blamed for 256 US.deaths,three in
Cuba.
In 1978, the first.'liticcessful
trans-Atlantic balloon flight ended
as Maxie Anderson, Ben Abruzzo
and Larry Newman landed their
Double Eagle II outside Paris.
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WHAT'S KEEPING InUMSTEADV
HIS PRESENTATION WAS
SUPPOSED TO SE FINISHED
AN HOUR AGO!

GUESS WHO CAME WITHIN 10
SECONDS OF SETTING A NEW
PERSONAL WORLD RECORD
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STAPLERS?!
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(hypoglycemia) start right away.
Those dangers include fans, frud.
tures, head injuries, and min pub.:
tans with memory and thialdag If
hypoglycemia occurs @Asa.
For an older diabetic KU you7,
a more modest blood supr goal
may make more sense. Model-she
control means an average blood
sugar level between 150 mid 200
milligrams per deciliter or ,a blood
hemoglobin AIC level between 7.0
percent and 8.9 percent. The A IC
level reflects blood sugar control
over the prior three months.
The two drug classes that are
most likely to cause hypoglycemia
are the insulins and the sulfoeylureas. Ask your doctor if it make$
sense to change your medicine, or
to redo= your doge.
Learn to recognize and respond
to the symptoms of low blood sug7
ar. Symptoms of hypoglycemia
may include:
-- Nervousness
-- Weakness
--Hunger
Lightheadedness or dizziness
-- Trembling
-- Sweating
-- Rapid heartbeat
-- Feeling cold and clammy
Initability
-- Confusion
-- Drowsiness
-- Slurred speech
-- Double vision
-- In severe cases, loss of con',
sciousness, seizures, and even
COM*.
At the moment that you think
you are experiencing hypoglyce,
mu, you need to eat or drink some
sugar (fruit juice, regular soda',
milk) that will reach your bloodstream quickly. You can expect
relief 10 to 15 minutes after eating
the sugar.
But first, contact your doctor to
find out if your symptoms really
are from low blood sugar.
(To send questions, go to AskDoctorK.CONI, or write: Ask Dec.
tor K, 10 Shattuck St., Second
Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

MsFrom Weise

Today is Wednesday,Aug. 17, the
230th day of 2016. There are 136
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 17, 1807, Robert Fulton's North River Steamboat began
heading up the Hudson River on its
successful round trip between New
York and Albhhy.
On this date:
In 1863, Federal batteries and
ships began bombarding Fort Sumter in Charleston harbor during the
Civil War, but the Confederates
managed to hold on despite several

0

Blood sugar can be too low
in older diabetics

Frank and Ronnie Pnvett of NMP
Graphics are pictured painting the
new Murray State Racer logo on
the artificial surface at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Work should be completed today. The Racas' first practice
scrimmage on the new turf is Scheduled for this weekend.
Thirty years ago
With summer vacation behind
them, students in the county and
city school systems were back in
classes this morning. Pictured are
Penny Downey and other members
of Kelly Doran's home room as they
review the Calloway County High
School student handbook. Murray
High teacher Joel Atchison is shown
explaining school locker policies to
his freshman home room.
The terrace nears completion at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital - a dream come true for the
Hospital Auxiliary and the Murray
Woman's Club. Pictured are Rosanna Miller and Barbra Peiper previewing the gardening plans with
Ruth Eversymeyer, director of Volunteer Services and coordinator of
the project while Peggy Billingtoo,
past civic chairman of the club and
Ann Brooks, past president, admire
one of the plants that have already
been planted.
Forty years ago
The home of William H Downs on
Newburg Road near Kentucky Lake
was destroyed by fire last night.
Eight families of the Twin lakes
Good Sam Camping Club held a
camp-out at Current River KOA
Camp Ground at Van Buren, Missouri. John and Joan Bowker were
wagonmasters.
Fifty years ago
Patricia Ann Rankin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Rankin
of Daytona Beach, Florida, and
James Frank Wilson,son of Mr.and
Mrs. J.B. Wilson of %may, were
married Aug. 14 at First Methodist
Church, Murray.
Sixty years ago
Daylight savings time will end in
Murray at midnight on Sept. 1, according to action taken by the Murray City Council.

KEEPING RAISINS FROM CLUMPING
ber of hot dogs that we expect to eat.
Dear Heloise: How do you keep RAISINS in the
You do have to plan ahead a bit, as the dough balls
larger containers from drying out and clumping? -should
be removed from the freezer in the morning..
Beatrice K. in Houston
Storage is the key! The best way to keep raisinsfrom Let them thaw (but not start rising -- usually takes
drying out and clumping is to put them in an airtight about an hour),then roll the dough into "snakes" about
container or a large, plastic, sealable bag.
4-5 inches long. Let them rise, and bake as you would
Once opened, if you don't
plan to use the raisins within a regular rolls. They are much better than store hot dog
couple ofmonths,you may want rolls, and with no waste.— Sherrill M.,Forest, Va.
to store them in the refrigerator BANANA
_
in order to give them a longer
Dear Heloise: When I made a banana pudding the
shelflife. -- Heloise
other day and was in a hurry, instead of layering the
BETTER BOX
Dear Heloise: Some boxes, pudding, the bananas and the wafers, I just made the
such as for hot cereal, direct pudding,cut up lots of bananas on top and poured the
you to open them on the side
wafers on top. I gave it a good stir, and it turned mit.
by pushing in at a designated
area. Usually you need to cut great! No one knew the difference! -- Joan S., Hue:,
by
on the dotted lines to get the stown, Md.
tab opened. When you close the PREPARE JARS
Hilolss
tab, the opening is difficult to
Dear Heloise: When buying new jars of spices,
reopen. I solve this problem in
open and remove the inner seal before putting them
the following way:
I get the tab to stick out of the opening and add on away. Nothing more frustrating than having to stop
an extended piece of tape,folded over the top and un- and tend
to the opening of a new bottle. I know from
derside of the tab,to create an extended tab. That's my
solution to the "stuck in the box" tab. -- Parnell& S., experience. -- Blanche D., Whiting, NJ.
Got you! Also, I cut the inner seal in half with a
Springfield, NJ.
I'm with you! Same on cereal boxes! I Just opened knife so it's easy to measure out the spice. -- Heloise
one, and it ripped the top.
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Or!have to use a knife to slit open the top part. Why
Heloise
is it glued so tightly and almost impossible to open?
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
HOT DOG ROLLS
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
Dear Belolse: I have found a great way to have hot
210-HELOISE
Fax:
dog rolls when I don't want to buy a whole package. I
Heloise(at)Heloise.com
Email:
usually have frozen roll dough in my freezer, so I just
take out a number of"dough balls" to equal the num(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Puoorma.,„,
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Aug. 18, 2018:
This year will be exciting, if nothing else. You'll
discover many new perspectives as you become
more and more open. As a result, your ability to
respond to others will be • heightened. A dynamic
quality becomes increasingly associated with you.
If you are single, the person you attract today might
not be right for you in several months because of
your internal transformation. If you are attached,
you often feel as if there is a push and pull between
you and your sweetie. Accept and respect your
differences. AQUARIUS is always an important
friend to you.

challenging, no matter what you do or say. Oneon-one relating forces you to detach and see the
situation from both perspectives.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Take good care of yourself, no matter what
Is happening. Handle a problem directty. A partner
who does the unexpected might stop you in your
tracks. Tap into your imagination in order to come
up with a creative solution to a problem.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
***** Your imagination takes the lead when
you're making decisions. Others could react to
you in a way that you might not have anticipated.
A friendship seems to be transforming into a more
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: intimate relationship, or so it seems. Share your
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; feelings.
1 -Difficult
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Getting going could take some effort, as
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
today's eclipse is very likely to drain you. Your
**** You might want to make a key person playfulness will emerge in the afternoon, when
wake up to certain facts. Emphasize novel thinking. you feel re-energized and much better Allow your
Reach out to a friend who seems to be wavering lightness to shine through.
from one decision to another. Help this person to SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
relax and let go of the need to declare his or her **** You might want to rethink a decision you
view.
recently made, as you hear unexpected news or
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
new information Others seek you out, and you
*** You'll try to juggle several different interests might feel as If you are being pulled in two different
all at once. A boss might steal the show, but your directions at once.
mind will be on a personal matter anyway. You CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
could have difficulty attempting to look as If you are **** A financial matter is 'All being debated
involved. What would make you happy in the long back and forth You might have difficulty making
run?
a decision. A family member could be less than
supportive. Be aware Cl what others want. Open
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Reach out to a loved one or dear friend at a up discussions to make sure that you are on the
distance. A conversation could revive your energy same page.
and/or offer you a unique perspective. You might AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
change your opinion on a key matter as a result. **** You could be responding to the eclipse In
Some research will open up your mind.
your sign. You seem to be in the limelight right now,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
but try not to step on others' toes during a manic
**** One-on-one relating will point to many moment or two. Recognize the power Cl a lunar
different possibilities. A higher-up could be more eclipse and how you might feel drained.
irritable than he or she has been in the recent PISCES(Feb. IS-March 20)
past. Don't allow others to get to you, especially if **** Listen to others' words. A lot has gone on
It involves a risk. Air your feelings, and ask for what behind the scenes, and you might need some lime
you want
to digest what IS happening. You could be pushed
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
to make a decision. Don't feel as If you have to
***** Relating directty to others could be come up with an snow right sway; Mt on ass
more provocative than usual Some people will be matter for now.
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Announced $500 Bornu

huyatoyota.com

h on Corolla!'

ANY NEW 2016 COROLLA - AUGUST 17 THRU SEPTEMBER 6 ONLY!

00/

HoL

u
°p to11
72
APR FINANCING
• 72

$500

MONTHS

monthly payments

floo

BONUS CASH

of $13.89 per $1000 borrowed.

-or- Lease A New 2016 Corolla S Plus's

-or- Any New 2016 Corolla

By MIC1
MELINI
KI

CVTi-S 4-Door Sedan Model 01864

$2,000 $159

2016 COROLLA
2018 Corolla SE shown with available options.

2017 CAMRY

It

APR FINANCING
• 72

MONTHS

of $14.27 per $1000 borrowed
SE shown with available options

monthly payments
2017 Camry

2016 RAV4

*$1,000 TFS Lease

Subvention Cash and

$6006wum Cash India:led in Lease.

DUE AT S1GNINaj

Save On The First
Of The 2017 Camrys.

9% 72
for

PER MONTH

TOTAL CASH BACK

36
$14992
MONTH LEASE

-or- Lease A New 2017 Camry SE 7
6-Speed AT ECT-I 4-Door Sedan Model #2546

-or- Any New 2017 Camry

$2,000 $1.89
PER MONTH

CUSTOMER CASH

36

MONTH LEASE
$2

91i

2016 PRIUS LIFTBACK

2016 Prius Four Touring shown wit.) available options

APR FINANCING

MONTHS

• 72 monthly payments of $13.89 per $1000 borrowed
2016

60

0
for
APR FINANCING

• 60 monthly payments of $16.67

-or- Lease A New 2016 Prius LIftbackl°

$2,000 $239
PER MONTH

CUSTOMER CASH'

Excludes Hybrids

$750
CUSTOMER CASH
-or- Lease A New 2016 RAV4 LE
6-Speed AT EdT-4 4-Door FWD SUV Model #4430

MORE CUSTOMER CASH

$2,500 $2000 $19500
ANY NEW 2016
AVALON
INCLUDES HYBRID

$
Wit
r
1.
LEASE

ANY tIEW20111 .;

PRIM r

ANY NEW 2016

MONTH LEASE

$2099

ANY NEW 2016

PRIUS c

ANY NEW 2016
TUNDRA
DIll 8, REG CAB

ANY NEW SID

RAV4 MY

ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY & $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
THAT'S OVER ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES!

-0r-

"I am al:H
wrath or
my angel
judge yol
conduct
all your
es."

O

Muri
6
Sub
tl

APR FINANCING ON
10 NEW TOYOTAS

SIENNA

$1,000
$750
$750
AMY NEW ue
$500 $500 - $500
CREWMAX

PER MONTH
*Due e signing Includes
mows um.&Awake Clash.

Vold,

DUE AT SIONINika

-or- Any New 2016 RAV4

$1
99

36

MONTHS
per $1000 borrowed.

>0 See

ECVT 5-Door Hybrid Sedan Model Two #1223

-or-

available options
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ANY NEW 2017

An

0% APR FINANCING
FOR 72 MONTHS

Call to

270-;

AVALON OR PRIUS v

PRIUS v

ANY NEW 2017

SIENNA

0% APR FINANCING
FOR 60 MONTHS
SIENNA

Every New Toyota
ToyotaCare Comes With ToyotaCare.
C.oei Sor,ce & Roabewse'

12

Ono So
Arts
Classifieds_
Comics
Community
Crosswords
Na scar
Recollectior
Sports

Toyota's No Cost Maintenance Plan.

TOYOTA OF MURRAY

7

655

1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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Let's Go Places
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